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Abstract

The number of connected devices of the Internet of Things (IoT) rise rapidly per per-

son and will continue to do so predicting the amount of over 25 billion connected IoT

devices until 2030, which broadens the range of crime-enabled as well as dependant

crimes. Additionally, due to the fast-moving nature of such developments, digital forensic,

specifically, IoT forensic, struggle to keep up with this evolution effectively and sufficiently.

Some research address these issues by proposing device management methods as well

as improved investigation procedures and tools, however, unfortunately, fail to address

that device management can support forensic investigations. Furthermore, proposed

platforms do not consider efficient national and international case investigations and

only provide frameworks utilising single servers without further consideration of storage

capacity and that the impact of investigators and their training, or lack thereof, may impact

a court case’s outcome.

This thesis addresses the stated problems by proposing a DNA for devices, the Hybrid

Forensic Server (HFS) as a server structure to be used as a dynamic platform for national

and international cases as well as Confidence Values Models (CVM). Such evaluates

and calculates the skills of investigators in relation to their evidence retrieval rate which

affects the value of their final case report and demonstrates to other jurisdictions and

investigators the confidence’s influence on the process which may affect the sharing of

further evidence during the case. This research proved that letting these aspect work

together can significantly improve forensic investigation for police, especially when con-

sidering cases where evidence cannot be retrieved in a straightforward manner and the

procedure being more challenging. Demonstrated cases showed that the proposed DNA,

HFS and CVM effortlessly work together within the multilayered framework, showing that

proposed investigation routines work more efficiently due to less effects on the overall

server storage, allowing IoT forensic to be improved greatly.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a wide network consisting of a variety of technologies

which are embedded with sensors and software aiming to connect and exchange data

over the internet with devices or systems. Such can be found in a variety of everyday

used smart devices. Over the years research has tried to clarify the IoT more precisely,

however, there is not one global definition that has been decided on as of yet. Research

by Haller, Karnouskos, and Schroth (2008) defined the IoT shortly as:

”A world where physical objects are seamlessly integrate into the information

network, and where the physical objects can become active participants in

business process”.

This in combination with individuals interacting with these devices to perform tasks, opens

a novel way to gain data which is of evidential value in forensic investigation processes

(Wu, Breitinger, & Baggili, 2019). Moreover, the number of connected devices of the IoT

increased rapidly per person and will continue to do so, predicting the amount of over 8

billion in 2020 to triple to over 25 billion of connected IoT devices until 2030, as shown in

Figure 1.1.

Therefore, such leads to the fast development and improvement of IoT devices which also

opens more doors for the variety of usage these devices offer, being not only services

(i.e. social media, games, task management) but also expand into criminal activity

(Safaei, Monazzah, Bafroei, & Ejlali, 2017). However, such developments also provide

a variety of additional challenges in digital forensics and also extend the intricacy of

accessing information of devices if required due to a lack of tools as well as methodologies.

Therefore, evidence collecting issues of the IoT environment, which includes devices,

1



Chapter 1

Figure 1.1: Number of IoT connected devices worldwide 2019-2030 by Holst (2021)

networks or the cloud, regarding persons of interest is something investigators face

worldwide. According to Watson and Dehghantanha (2016) it still needs to be determined

which devices are part of the IoT as well as what information forensic investigators can

receive and in what way. Moreover, Wu et al. (2019) states that many areas of the IoT are

still unexplored which include but are not limited to; education of resource type, training,

investigators specialised skills as well as specific tools and methods to extract data from

IoT devices.

This demonstrates that these resource areas need to be improved to provide a more

reliable investigation process. Furthermore, IoT forensics is still not fully understood but

builds on the understanding of digital forensics as Watson and Dehghantanha (2016)

suggest IoT forensic being a brand of such. The Digital Forensic Research Workshop

(DFRWS) defines digital forensics as (G. Palmer, 2001):

“The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preserva-

tion, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documen-

tation, and preservation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for

the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found

to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be

disruptive to planned operations”.

Due to the IoT not being officially defined neither is IoT forensics, however, the processes

can be compiled to and partially build on the previous definition of digital forensics (Alab-
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dulsalam, Schaefer, Kechadi, & Le-Khac, 2018; Watson & Dehghantanha, 2016):

”identifying, preserving, analyzing and presenting evidence to the court of

law, similarly to digital forensics”.

Considering these definitions, it is apparent that the process of investigation is vital

and needs to be reliable. The reason why it is crucial to consider IoT forensics more

precisely is the increase of cyber-enabled crime using the IoT environment to its benefits.

Furthermore, Smart Cities (SC) increase globally and most likely lead to an even more

connected world, Smart World (SW). As demonstrated in Figure 1.2, the IoT within the

context of SW shows that the IoT effects and enables a variety of areas in our everyday

life (Perumal, Norwawi, & Raman, 2015). IoT areas of a SW include but are not limited to

Transport, Cities, Health and Buildings with subareas of such. As Figure 1.2 implies, a

majority of subsections overlap which empathises how connected the IoT is and how a

smart environment can benefit of such connectivity.

Figure 1.2: IoT within SW

Nevertheless, as the saying goes ’there are two sides to a coin’, therefore considerations

are necessary especially when dealing with technology. Research shows that in 2017

attacks against IoT devices and the use of such to attack websites or use for criminal ac-

tivities increased by 600% to previous years (Lavion et al., 2018; PwC, 2020). Therefore,

worldwide cybercrime is the second most reported crime which is alarming due to a high

amount of crimes not just being cyber-dependant (i.e. the spread of computer viruses)

but more crucially, enabling a high if not majority of ’traditional’ crimes. However, as of

now it is challenging to find more statistics in regards to IoT forensics and the increase of

evidence analysis and gathering of crucial device data due to it being of a rather novel

3
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development. Nevertheless, approaches have been made to tackle the lack of IoT foren-

sics by considering if investigation methods need updating and how current tools as well

as the training of investigators lack greatly, therefore need improvement. Some research

considers single server platforms for investigations to be introduced. Additionally, the

sharing of data and management of device identification is an area which is increasingly

discussed within research in recent years. Considering the research surrounding crime

within the IoT, publications also aim to discuss anti-forensics, its processes and models

to classify such to improve the investigation procedures.

This chapter will elaborate on how the variety of research areas and gaps within IoT

forensics, are touched upon in regards to the aims within this thesis. It will do so by

establishing the research goals of this work and furthermore explore the motivation and

objectives to be utilised to reach such.

1.1 Research Goal

To elaborate the goal of this thesis’ research, its aspects were categorised into subsection.

These clarify what and how this research is going to achieve such goal.

1.1.1 Motivation, Problem Statement and Description of Gaps in the

Research Literature

Having reviewed current publications regarding the IoT and its forensics, which will be

elaborated in Chapter 2, the following aspects could be identified as research gaps:

• The lack of managing and uniquely identifying IoT devices to improve forensic

investigation processes

• No consideration of multi-level investigation within a platform to be used nationally

and internationally

• Trust values in aspects of forensic investigation processes are not considered.

Recognising the growing interest as well as development of IoT Forensics, it is beneficial

to target these gaps of research which motivates to move current work further into these

directions within this thesis.

1.1.2 Aim

Considering the gaps found in current research, this PhD aims to improve issues IoT

devices can cause during investigations. Due to the constraints of this PhD and the

4
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IoT environment consisting of devices, networks and the cloud, this thesis will focus

specifically on IoT devices. This PhD further aims to develop a framework on how

IoT devices are uniquely identified. Additionally, a multilayered server platform for

investigation and storing evidence as well as trust/confidence values of forensic process

will be proposed demonstrating how to improve IoT forensic.

1.1.3 Research Questions

For a successful research process, to target current gaps and meet this thesis’ aim, it

is necessary to decide on a research question which guides throughout the procedure

(Robson & McCartan, 2016). Therefore, the main research question for this thesis is the

following:

What is an efficient way to identify IoT devices to improve issues in investi-

gation processes within the IoT environment and how can a server be used

to manage and utilise the retrieval of evidence, investigation of devices and

calculation of confidence regarding investigation processes?

Due to combining various aspects of research to meet the aim of this thesis and target

gaps of current publications, the main research question can be divided into three sub-

questions to target the different contribution areas. The research sub-questions are as

follows:

1. How will Universal Identification Numbers/DNA help identify suspects within the

IoT in the context of Forensics?

2. How is the novel way of DNA for devices beneficial in forensic investigations?

3. How will this affect forensic evidence to be securely shared among countries?

1.1.4 Objectives

Having decided on the research question, it is crucial to elaborate the objectives this

thesis will undertake to meet its aim. These are linked and build onto the research

questions and support a structural and efficient process:

1. To develop a unique method for IoT Device identification

2. To develop a multi-layered Server Structure which is able to register IoT Devices

and provide investigators with the necessary platform to analyse evidence as well

5
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as work collaboratively

3. To develop formulae to calculate the confidence of aspects within an investigation.

1.1.5 Research Methodology

Introducing the background of this PhD research topic and elaborating the gaps of

research which need to be addressed, it is necessary to demonstrate the methods used

to achieve the research goals. Hence, the following subsection focuses on the chosen

research methodology of the thesis by elaborating the methods while demonstrating

its justifications. Furthermore, the scientific method as well as set theory are being

introduced as well as shown how these will be used and implemented within the aims

of this research study. In research, demonstrating its methodology highlights how such

research has been conducted in terms of what kind of data was focused on and the ways

such were collected and analysed to demonstrate the results while meeting its research

aim and answering stated questions at the beginning of a piece of work.

The Greek word techne, being defined as art and craft, as well as logos, being defined

as word and speech, are the origins of the word technology. Starting of in the area

of applied science and the application of knowledge, technology developed into the

definition of everyday used items (Buchanan, 1998). Computing, especially digital, is

linked to technology as well as concepts of mathematics to focus on a variety of daily

task. Such demonstrates that there are an array of methods to conduct research within

this science.

The data used within this PhD is of quantitative origin to analyse the current research gap

within the area and decide on how to answer the research questions raised. Moreover,

the data highlight the importance and contribution of this proposed research. Additionally,

primary research is part of this PhD work as well as the development of mathematical

formulae and designing the framework.

Methods, Choice of Analysis and Justification

To tackle the research goal explored, methods which have been decided on to do so

efficiently will generally include the evaluation of secondary research, designing and

verifying the framework. In regards to reviewing previous and current literature, the

following aspects support a structural and thorough analysis of such secondary works:

1. Common Themes of research. Evaluate how the discussed topics talk about

issues in the area, methods how to solve such for improvement and key ideas for

6
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current and future work with a similar aim.

2. Themes which contradict each other. Recognise the aspects which are portrayed

as advantageous in one and disadvantageous in other research. It is crucial to

realise how the research was portrayed in the variety of publications and their

methods as well as key idea to conclude why the difference in results was made

and how this effects the strategies of this thesis.

3. Research gaps. Establish research gap being demonstrated or ignored in the

variety of research areas.

4. Merging Areas. Identify the importance of combining different topic areas in

research and how this effected other works and the disadvantages and advantages

such a merge will provide for this thesis.

Additionally, this thesis is aiming to design a framework model, which needs a more

precise chosen methodology for an efficient process in answering the research question

and there are a variety of methodologies to be considered. Even though this PhD is

linked to Computer Science, research by Goddard and Melville (2004) suggests that

due to developing a new framework and formulae this research is also of creative kind.

Taking this into account, however, computer science methodologies are more beneficial

for meeting this thesis aim. Furthermore, considering research by Dodig-Crnkovic (2002)

and its suggestion of the three steps of theoretical Computer Science methodologies,

which are iteration, induction and recursion. Iteration refers to the step of repeating an

operation and its instructions a number of times until it comes across an issues which

then leads to analyse the failure and make necessary changes. The step of recursion

is also a repetitive steps, however, repeats the individual sub-tasks necessary. Finally,

induction supports the step of concluding the processes. Overall this method supports

the understanding of computation limits and problem solving. Another method being

used in computer science is the experimental methodology. According to research by

Dodig-Crnkovic (2002) and Maxion (2009), this methodology is most efficient if complex

software are in use and require a specific skill set. In addition, according to Elio et al.

(2011) the build method, as its name suggests, requires the design, use, programming

and testing of a software.

Having considered theses different methodologies, it was decided that they would not be

as beneficial to the research aim of this study and therefore, another research method

and validation is explored which fitts more efficiently into this thesis.
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Scientific Method

To find solutions to research tasks, scientists like to utilise the scientific method where

the answers can result in meta-theories or theories (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2002). Overall it

is a method which merges inductive as well as deductive reasoning in terms of resolv-

ing a stated problem (Savka, 2021). Simply put, research by Dodig-Crnkovic (2002)

summarises this method, also Hypothetico-Deductive method, into the five following

steps:

1. Propose a research question in regards to current literature. The two options are

(a) A new question which enables to answer a previous theory

(b) A question which needs a new theory to be drafted

2. Design provisional hypothesis for planned research question

3. Predictions of framework and conclude consequences

4. Test proposed framework in regards to hypothesis to find new observations

5. In regards to the research question, hypothesis is confirmed.

Even though, some argue that a scientific method is non-existent and may undergo

developments throughout the research process, this method explored shows to be

unbiased and therefore, allows a reliable process of research to be conducted (Dodig-

Crnkovic, 2002; Prell, 2019). To ensure that all aspects of this research work are

efficiently considered, implemented and validated, this thesis will additionally utilise the

formal modeling.

Set Theory and Fuzzy Logic

Organising, collecting and evaluating objects or information of specific data into sets is

a relevant part of logic used in mathematics and is referred to as the Set Theory. The

gathered objects are members or elements and to show that an object x is a member

of a set A it will be demonstrated as follows x ∈ A, however, x /∈ A demonstrates x not

being a member of set A. The set A itself is defined by rules which can be referred to

as membership rules. These need to show a pattern which is a list of natural numbers

within brackets such as follows
{

1, 2, 3, ...
}

. If a set A is a subset of a set B that means

that all the members of A are members of B as well and such is shown as follows A ⊆ .B.

Furthermore, this can show relations between objects as well as sets. Going back to

membership in sets, this extends out into fuzzy logic sets demonstrating such in interval
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values between [0,1] which considers the whole range also known as the uncertain or

fuzzy area (Lagunes, Castillo, Valdez, & Soria, 2020). Therefore, set theory and its

extension fuzzy logic are a beneficial method when calculating results of decision and

impact processes. Hence, researchers often use such methods for validation purposes

of their projects. Some key research of this thesis subject area, which will be outline in

Chapter 2, made use of the broad advantages of set theory and its functions. In particular,

Majeed (2018) used formal method to establish their unique way of identifying devices.

Akkuzu et al. (2019b) also used fuzzy systems and Event-B language to establish and

proof their data sharing methods within online system networks. Having seen the value of

these theories demonstrated in previous as well as related research it can be concluded

that it will be highly beneficial to utilise these within the PhD’s research to improve the IoT

forensic framework’s protocol and validate the framework in a descriptive and symbolic

way within the competence realm and technical knowledge.

Additionally, Z-Language was also considered to be utilised due to being another popular

formal method language which tests a system and its functions (Lano, 2012). Another

part of popular implementation and validation models in research is B Language which

builds on Z-Language and shows behaviours of systems by refining and implementing

such (Abrial & Abrial, 2005). Even though B-Language builds on Z-Language and is very

similar, it also offers a few advancements by developing a specification to code (C++)

(Kaur, Gulati, & Singh, 2012). Additionally, B-Language also offers to refine the code

with sets, relations and functions and other machine notions to demonstrate a proposed

system (Ameur, Girard, & Jambon, 1998; Waëselynck & Boulanger, 1995). Therefore,

B-Language was decided to be the more efficient method to validate this framework.

B-Language identified three possible kind of machines which can be used during the

process (Ameur et al., 1998):

1. MACHINE Representation of a systems formal specification and the higher level of

a developed program.

2. REFINEMENT These machines refine the main machine and advance more into

the programming level to structure.

3. IMPLEMENTATION The last machine level and when reached successfully proofing

to be able to translate into programming language (C++).

Other clauses which may be used to proof the notations when using B-Language can

include the following (Ameur et al., 1998):
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1. SETS Manipulated by specifications and build by extensions, comprehension or

basic sets operators.

2. VARIABLES All model attributes are represented and allows access to PROPER-

TIES

3. INVARIANT Describes VARIABLES attributes and remain TRUE within whole

machine, hence, are always valid

4. INITIALISATION Has to satisfy INVARIANT and names initial VARIABLES values

5. OPERATIONS Defines functions and procedures and authorises events.

Due to the clear structure of B-Language it is efficient to use within this PhD research for

validation purposes.

Methods within this Thesis

Having considered a variety of research methods, it can be concluded that the presented

methods are the most efficient to meet this thesis’ research goal to analyse and present

the work and its results.

In specification of these methods within research, the review of previous and current

research is constant, especially in the areas of device identification, IoT forensics and

forensic investigation processes to meet the research’s aim and proving the significance of

the hypothesis that the developed framework can improve forensic investigation process

within the IoT environment, in particular devices, on national as well as international basis.

Additionally, enhancing the device mapping to specific people for investigation purposes

with the utilisation of the developed framework. The validation process of the framework,

using a specific programming language (C++), works alongside the B-Language of the

framework which enables case scenarios to be implemented to analyse results and

demonstrate the sustainability of the hypothesis which is elaborated in Section 1.1.6.

Based on the scientific method, the five steps are followed to create an efficient plan and

organisation for this research. However, due to research being an ongoing process these

steps are not necessarily followed in order but may have to be reviewed regularly to meet

the research questions efficiently(Dodig-Crnkovic, 2002).

1.1.6 Hypothesis and Expected Outcomes

As the previous sections have elaborated how this thesis will target gaps of research

and the questions to meet this aim as well as the method necessary, it can be said that
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if the research questions are answered and followed the following hypothesis can be

concluded:

The new IoT forensic framework can improve investigation processes for

the expanding world of IoT devices which are utilised for crime activities and

increase cyber-enabled crime.

1.1.7 Contribution

As elaborated and considered in the previous sections, there are a variety of aspects

to deal with to achieve the goal of this thesis and it can be said that it contributes to the

global research with the following areas:

• New way of identifying and managing IoT devices, hence, the devices’ DNA

• Development of multilayered Hybrid Forensic Server (HFS) model on a distributional

and hierarchical level which provides the opportunity to:

1. Collaborative investigation on national and international basis (multi-level

investigation)

2. Calculate the Confidence Value Models (CVM) of areas of the forensic process

(investigator/expert witness, report, individual file, evidence files) to ensure a

more trusted and confident sharing of evidence within and between countries

3. Improves Scalability, Latency, Efficiency of investigation processes.

Hence, results of this research established that IoT devices can receive unique identifi-

cation, the DNA, which supports IoT forensics. Implemented case studies showed that

different scenarios provide results which all show the necessity this framework provides

to support the future of IoT forensics starting with the unique device identification. Ad-

ditionally, case studies of HFS and proposed investigation routines demonstrated the

performance of the framework particularly in terms of information updates and storage

issues while providing solutions to increase the efficiency and offer more contribution to

current research. Also, case scenario results in how CVM can effect the outcome of a

case report as well as evidence sharing and the effect on an international investigation,

demonstrated once more that this framework contributes highly and fits well into current

discussions of IoT forensic developments.
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1.1.8 Limitations and Constraints of this research

Approaching this research a few limitations were considered. As this research advances

not only within forensics but also within the realms of computer science, programming

languages and possible implementations were reviewed. Deciding on an appropriate

coding language and learning the basics of such needs good planning and time man-

agement. This also constrains the advancements of the design this research can reach.

Furthermore, this research area is rather limited in terms of previous publications. Even

though a thesis project needs to provided unique contributions to current literature, inspi-

ration has to start and build from work which can be linked to and be further developed

as well as improved. These limitations are crucial to evaluate when planning to meet

the research goals within a timely manner while creating work which contributes to the

current state-of-art.

1.2 Mapping the Thesis

After elaborating and considering the research goals as well as expected outcomes of

this thesis, it can be establish that various chapters are necessary to efficiently meet the

objectives of this research project and demonstrate that the aim has been met as well as

the research questions have been answered. Figure 1.3 shows the content mapping of

the individual chapter within this thesis. The following Chapter 2, is going to demonstrate

the review of current research in the areas of device identification, IoT forensics and

investigation processes.

Chapter 3 puts its focus on the proposed and developed framework of this thesis. This

Chapter will be divided into three big subsections; the DNA of a Device, the HFS and

investigation models as well as the CVM and the overall framework. These are based

on the three main pillars of contribution this thesis established. Chapter 4 will focus on

the implementation of the proposed framework within focused hypothetical case studies.

Finally, this thesis will conclude with Chapter 5 elaborating on the research questions

demonstrating how such were answered as well as by summarising the key findings of the

research, elaborating of limitations encountered during this work as well as suggestions

for further research in this subject area.
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Figure 1.3: Thesis Structure
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The IoT is an environment allowing the connection and exchange of a variety of data

over the internet or other networks, which provides a broad background understanding of

this thesis’ research topic. As touched upon in Chapter 1, IoT is affecting the majority of

everyday life while expanding and developing further and its use is of variety. Considering

that devices can be utilised for illegal actions the necessity of IoT device forensic grows

as well. IoT forensics is the complete process of examining a criminal activity related to

the IoT. However, IoT Forensics is an area which is rather new and still to be explored

and developed more in depth to improve and support crime investigations. In traditional

investigations, human DNA is one of the key pieces of evidence to link someone to a crime

scene however, such changes when the crime scene is within the IoT and victim as well

as suspect do not have to be within the same setting or even country. Therefore, research

is greatly interested in designing new methods to improve investigation procedures due to

issues of investigating the IoT environment, regarding persons of interest more efficiently

which is something investigators face worldwide (Safaei et al., 2017). Publications on

how to tackle such issues focus mainly on solutions which define principles addressing

IoT forensics, improving cloud cybersecurity and device-specific techniques due to the

difference IoT devices offer when needing to be investigated (MacDermott, Baker, & Shi,

2018; Servida & Casey, 2019). Research by Alenezi, Atlam, Alsagri, Alassafi, and Wills

(2019) reviews current frameworks of IoT digital forensic investigation and its processes.

This paper is highly beneficial for current research due to providing an evaluation of

literature regarding this topic up to 2019. Moreover, it highlights issues and limitations

with such research and advises future directions for improvement, such as:

• Complexity and Diversity of the IoT
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• Limitations of Storage

• Secure Chain of Custody

• Limitations of Current Forensic Tools

• Multi-Jurisdiction IoT Services and Data Sharing on a Legal Basis.

Even though this publication does not cover a variety of issues surrounding lack of

training and evidence identification. The areas of stated challenges link well into this PhD

and are aiming to be addressed in the development of device management, a multi-layer

server structure and evidence sharing processes. A server can be a computer providing

services to a network of other devices, communicating with and connecting such as

the IoT consists of devices, networks and the cloud. For this thesis research aim it is

most efficient to only focus on IoT devices. Furthermore, using IoT devices and their

services fully require the need of registration in this day and age and improvements are

required not only for the technical side of things and to ease the workload for investigators

but also considering the mental health effect investigations within the digital world have

on examiners. Therefore, the German police suggested to utilise Artificial Intelligence

especially in cases of child pornography to limit the impact disturbing images or files have

on investigators (Drees, 2019). Furthermore, due to the Yorkshire Ripper case and its

high quantity of information accumulated during the investigation, British police decided

to create Home Office Large Major Enquiry System (HOLMES) which is predominately

used in the UK. This system aims to help collection processes and supports organised

investigation by uploading documents and having them stored in one place mainly

used for serious events such as serial murder and high value fraud. Such ideas of

implementation are desired worldwide and cover a number of different research aspects

which will be elaborated within this PhD.

To meet the research aim and objectives of this piece of work, current research needs to

be put into a coherent context. Therefore, this Chapter provides an overview of related

key literature surrounding the IoT forensic investigation processes by focusing on the

following categories:

• Device Identification

• Investigation Processes

• Forensics of Devices

• Trust/confidence values for Investigation processes.
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2.1 Device Identification

Managing and identifying the amount of IoT devices worldwide has been touched upon

in current research. Recognising the need to have a coherent overview of devices used

as well as users is an interesting aspect within this commercialised society. The different

methods proposed are of variety. The comprehensive survey by Imani et al. (2018)

provides an overview of methods on how to address and manage IoT devices. Generally,

it can be said that Imani et al. (2018) survey touches upon weaknesses the methods of

managing devices demonstrate and shows that specific areas need further improvement

which support the research necessity of this gap in literature as this thesis’ aim and

objectives suggest. This Section will elaborate and evaluate on the key research pieces

identified which are also presented in Table 2.1 to compare key aspects to this thesis’

key identification aspects. To elaborate on requirements identified to be necessary for a

thorough comparison in Table 2.1, are the user type of an object as well as the device

type, identifier and domain. Furthermore, the objects location and connectivity were

deemed crucial for identification purposes. The category of investigative information

includes but is not limited to serial number, ID (i.e. of device, SIM card) or memory of

a device. Additionally, key aspects of research to be cross examined to be included

in device identification are the forensic processes such as information on suspicious

content, time frame and radius of identification processes and legislation periods. The

requirements demonstrated in Table 2.1 were based on the available research and their

aims, hence, the conditions the publications presented for an efficient device identification.

Taking this further and considering that the link to investigation processes and information

was not evident in any of these proposed methods, such were introduced to close the

gap and demonstrate the contribution of this thesis.

Addressing of different technologies of more outdated computer systems, also knows as

legacy technologies, was a mechanism introduced by Jara, Moreno-Sanchez, Skarmeta,

Varakliotis, and Kirstein (2013). This is a highly efficient way within the environment of

legacy technologies by being ID based, as shown in Table 2.1. However, is futile for

large scale environments as well as updated, current and modern devices. Developing

this further, methods of integrating the IoT with the cloud to improve the scalability

as well as interoperability of devices and interfaces were developed to identify device

information, see Table 2.1 (Ziegler, Crettaz, & Thomas, 2014). This hierarchical method,

similarly to the previous, utilises the IPv6 addressing which is a communication protocol

providing identification and location systems over the internet for computers on networks.
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Table 2.1: Device Identification Key Literature Comparison

Requirement Jara et al, 2013 Ziegler et al, 2014 Liu et al, 2014 Batalla and Krawiec, 2014 This PhD
User Type ✓
Device Type ✓ ✓
Device Identifier ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Device Domain ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Location ✓
Connectivity ✓ ✓
Investigative
Information ✓

Forensic Processes ✓

Ma et al, 2015 Mahalle and Railkar, 2015 Zdravkova, 2015 Majeed, 2018
User Type ✓ ✓ ✓
Device Type ✓ ✓ ✓
Device Identifier ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Device Domain ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Location ✓
Connectivity ✓ ✓ ✓
Investigative
Information ✓

Forensic Processes ✓

However, this method suggests low performance and adaptability due to human operators

being necessary. Furthermore, the authentication level of this method is necessary for

connection but increases the overload of computational steps. Continuing within the

IoT environment, C. H. Liu, Yang, and Liu (2014) propose the naming, addressing, and

profile server (NAPS) as a middleware supporting connections as well as authentication,

authorisation and accounting which suggest a high interoperability. Such supports

identifiers to remotely control nodes within the IoT. Algorithms, such as the tree algorithms,

used are not as efficient if such is aimed to be used on a larger scale then leading to

computational overload. Furthermore, the NAPS method only considers the identifier

of device and domain (Table 2.1). Ma, Liu, Shan, Zhao, and Wang (2015) also use

tree algorithms in their method to identify and address IoT protocols with node routing

and WLAN, which is advantageous due to the step of rerouting not being necessary.

Furthermore, a number of information are being used such as user type, information

of the device as well as the necessity of connectivity (Table 2.1). Nevertheless, this

suggested method is not suitable for non LAN environments nor larger networks and it

can be quite damaging in such domains (Imani et al., 2018). Other research by Batalla

and Krawiec (2014) propose unique identifiers for control and sensory environments in

terms of objects and services (Table 2.1). However, these protocols are not identifying the

user of such. Therefore research by Mahalle, Prasad, and Prasad (2013) and additionally

by Mahalle and Railkar (2015) suggest to expand such processes and identification

entities to be type, identifier and namespace of a system (Table 2.1). Their method and

system is build on the basis that all identifiers are of computing capabilities which does

not cover the complexity of the IoT. Permanent and temporary elements are considered

and aim for a global identification use. Nevertheless, the focus of this method is on
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internet protocol connected devices. Following research, by Zdravkova (2015), expanded

identification methods specifically within the IoT and suggested information on device

type, domain and user identifier, global ownership and provided a device identifier as

follow, as seen in Equation 2.1 Table 2.1:

dtype, gIoTnt, unidomID, unidevID, uniuID (2.1)

However, considerations to specific information in regards to users, device and or location

are missing which are crucial within forensic investigation processes. Expanding on

these ideas, research by Majeed (2018) considers additional factors to improve global

device identification within the IoT environment. This research developed the Global

Actor Relationship Identifier method (GARI) method which considers three entities:

• Actors Relation Specifier

1. Actors Type

2. Actors Internet Access Ability

3. Identifier assigned by Domain

4. Domain Identity Provider

• Identification which specifies identifier and domain

• Identification which specifies identifier and domain but linked to activity of internet

access.

Therefore, Majeed (2018) suggests the following Equation 2.2 to globally identify relations

within the IoT:

GARI = (ActorsRelationshipSpecifier, Identification, Identification) (2.2)

The GARI method proposes a framework to globally identify actors within the IoT, however,

focuses mainly on the relationship between such. Even though, this method considers

a variety of requirements crucial in device identification, as demonstrated in Table 2.1,

it does not take into account information specifically regarding investigative information

and forensic processes and the possibility to be utilised for such purposes.

The last two research pieces suggested the identifiers to be shown in an intelligible

format and followed steps to achieve such efficiently, which are Modeling, Specification,

Testing and Verification (Peled, 2019).
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Key research within the area of device identification demonstrated that methods are

suggested to improve the management of the IoT environment efficiently, specifically

information of devices and their domain are a common denominator within such projects.

Over the last few decades the interest increased, however, yet lack a more thorough

method on uniquely identifying IoT devices as well as showing the lack of considering

such methods to be used within forensic investigation processes (D. Palmer, 2018).

Moreover, this evaluation demonstrates that previous research needs improvement due

to (Table 2.1):

• Not being practical for modern devices and its variety (Operating System (OS),

Architecture)

• Not suitable for large networks

• Reducing performance

• Ignoring the link to forensic investigation purposes.

Therefore, this PhD addresses such problems adequately by introducing IoT identification

which provides a way to identify the variety of devices without being prevented by its

OS or architecture, ensuring its performance while also being applicable for forensic

investigations while covering research gaps (Table 2.1).

2.2 Investigation Processes

Recognising the necessity of unique identification for the amount of devices in particular

regarding forensic investigation processes, such procedures changed and developed

over time, starting from traditional investigation methods and expanding within the realms

of technology and its developments. Moreover, there are a variety of models which try to

ensure an efficient investigation process within the digital world (Kent, Chevalier, Grance,

& Dang, 2006). Over time basic but crucial steps of a forensic investigation process

have been established and can include phases of the eight following (Johnson, 2014);

Prepare, Identify, Preserve, Select, Examine, Classify, Analyze and Present. To elaborate

on the individual steps, Phase 1 considers the preparations, hence, the training, leading

to the necessary certificate, investigator have to go through prior to taking part in case

examinations. Familiarising oneself with procedures and policies are crucial and will

improve the evidential value of collected evidence when presented in the court of law. If

a case has been assigned and investigators are send to a scene to collect evidence, they
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have to identify such in Phase 2 and evaluate what is seen on devices. Phase 3 includes

the following steps for investigator to undertake after volatile data has been retrieved:

• Turn of machine

• Remove it from scene

• Use Faraday Box if necessary (so device cannot connect to networks and possibly

change content)

• Turn the device back on in an environment which is isolated.

Then an image capture of the device and its data can be taken, which presupposes the

’hashing’ of such to ensure verification purposes and that the content is the original data

and is not compromised. If these steps have been followed, Phase 4 goes into action

with selecting the data necessary to be examined which is Phase 5. Inspecting if data

has been hidden in various locations of devices and the areas data can be retrieved

from. Phase 6 is necessary to classify and evaluate the found data in terms of such

being supportive to the case or not. The next Phase 7, calls the necessity of analysing

and reviewing the evidence data. Lastly, Phase 8 is the case report to be presented in

the court of law demonstrating all data which has been reviewed and results from such.

Having understood the individual steps of an investigation which are highly valuable

there is also the differentiation of models of investigations which enables developing

a focused and efficient process and routines especially for IoT forensics.. Research

by Montasari (2016) evaluates several classical digital forensic investigation models

and shows that the majority of models present and focus on a very similar process

which includes: Collection, Examination, Analysis and Reporting of evidence and are

all conducted in one laboratory (Kent et al., 2006). This verifies that there are different

phases within forensic investigations as elaborated above and shows that it is crucial

to follow a coherent process to ensure the investigation being of evidential value to

the court of law (Johnson, 2014). Building on the classical approach and considering

digital forensic challenges inspired research by Lillis, Becker, O’Sullivan, and Scanlon

(2016) and Perumal et al. (2015) which are proposing IoT digital forensic investigation

models or also distributed investigation models. These focus on the preparation and

decision of crime scene management and which zones need to be investigated and

continue examination of data and case presentation also referred to as the 1-2-3 zone

approach. The three zones focus on different aspects and as Figure 2.1 demonstrates,

are organised as follows (Oriwoh et al., 2013):
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• Zone 1 This zone focuses on the internal area, hence, hardware, software and

networks which store crucial information in regards to a crime/crime scene. Ap-

pliances such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are categorised in Zone 1 as well as smart

controllers such as for temperature. Generally, the state such appliances can be

found in are asleep, awake, active/transmitting. This first zone aims to decide what

is the most evidential valuable information for investigation purposes.

• Zone 2 The communication platform between Zone 1 and 3 and classification

of information in devices, firewalls, detection as well as intrusion prevention sys-

tems. During a forensic investigation, steps include to identify information of such,

recording and retrieving evidence.

• Zone 3 The external network is the focus of Zone 3 and such includes the internet,

cloud, web services as well as all pieces of evidence retrieved from such. Hence,

all hardware and software outside of the to-be investigated network.

Figure 2.1: Zone 1-2-3 IoT Investigation Approach by Oriwoh et al. (2013)

The 1-2-3 zone approach provides a beneficial method due to showing a clear structure

for investigators to establish the areas of needed investigation and evidence collection

within the IoT environment. Additionally, it suggests that the extraction of evidence within

the zones can be done in parallel which is efficient in terms of case time-management.

Nevertheless, this method does not establish a clear understanding on the analysis

and investigation processes. Furthermore, jurisdictional challenges are not considered.

If some of the zones (1,2) would not be able to have evidence retrieved from, zone 3

would be crucial to have information extracted from but this could be challenging if it is
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an international case investigation and evidence access could be limited. Building on

Oriwoh et al. (2013) research, Harbawi and Varol (2017) suggest the Last-on-Scene

Framework (LoS) framework. As the name suggests, this method proposes that the last

used communication device is the first to be investigated. LoS also considers seven

investigation steps which are within the 3 investigation Zones but refers to them as

Zone 0, Zone 1 and Zone 2. Zone 0 investigates the Personal area network (PAN),

Zero 1 investigates the Intermediate Area Network (IAN) and Zone 2 investigates the

External Area Network (EAN). This frameworks also suggest that a communication

platform for investigators is necessary which is only accessible by authorised personnel

globally. Additionally, due to only investigating the last communication device of each

zone such will be efficient in terms of time-management and further investigation will

only be conducted if more evidence is needed after each Zone analysis (Harbawi &

Varol, 2017). However, each step and zone investigation will need to be done individually

instead of parallel which is more time-consuming and interrupts the flow of a criminal

case timeline as well as a less organised case report presentation.

Therefore, considering the different forensic investigation methods and frameworks in

current IoT research, this PhD addresses stated gaps adequately by proposing two

investigation routines which are Linear and Pyramid and will be elaborated in the next

chapter. Additionally, these proposed routines of the thesis provided a unified zone,

contrary to what previous research suggests. Each of these routines add to investigation

processes within the IoT by considering the lack of information in current publications.

Touching upon international case investigations and its limitations, investigator expertise,

case reports, the IoT investigation environment as well as the proposed server platform

of this thesis ensure the efficiency of IoT forensics to be applicable for investigation

processes while covering these research gaps.

2.3 Forensics of Devices

The forensics of devices is of variety and comes with challenges, especially considering

that the development lead to the IoT ensuring a global and all around connection between

devices. Such needs to be considered when devices are used to commit acts of crime

and investigative information is collected, analysed and presented.
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2.3.1 Digital Forensics

As mentioned previously, to understand IoT forensics, digital forensics needs to be

explored and is often used as the base for IoT forensics. Therefore, current investigating

tools are mainly focused on digital forensics, which can be categorised in different groups

regarding their aim according to research by Parveen, Khan, and Ahmad (2020) and a

number of tools are demonstrated in Table 2.2. This thesis review of current research

will focus on nine tools presented in Table 2.2 due to these tools being seen as the most

popular tools used during investigation processes as favoured by investigators.

Table 2.2: Categories of most approved and accepted Digital Forensic Tools (Scheidt et
al., 2021)

Computer Memory Mobile Device Software

Forensic Toolkit Volatility XRY Ghiro
EnCase Windows SCOPE Oxygen FotoForensics
Autopsy

These tools for digital forensic investigation purposes, however, reach their limits espe-

cially when dealing with the vast dynamic of the IoT and its devices. Therefore, the four

categories will be explored to understand each of its aims more precisely and were also

part of publications by the author of this thesis (Scheidt et al., 2021).

Computer

Forensic tools such as Autopsy, EnCase and FTK are often implemented during computer

investigations which enable to examine hard drives and recover evidence (Casey, 2002;

Riadi & Umar, 2018). FTK can additionally utilise its Image to copy and to save an

image of a hard drive which allows a safer and lower content contamination. Autopsy

has a feature for mobile devices to decrypt images and highlight if files are deleted.

Nevertheless, current research shows that using multiple tools for one evidence file, even

though currently necessary, can be more challenging due to having a low processing time

and a rather complex setup. Furthermore, forensic investigators prefer using alternatives

to EnCase due to the high costs of its usage (Altheide & Carvey, 2011; Ibrahim et al.,

2018; Manson et al., 2007; Poisel & Tjoa, 2012).

Memory

Volatility as well as WindowsSCOPE are tools used often when focusing on the analysis

of memory forensics (Case & Richard III, 2017). As the name suggests, the Volatility
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tool is used to examine evidence which is changeable (volatile), for instance network

connections and running processes. Additionally, WindowsSCOPE is able to recognise

details of payment cards and URLs. Nevertheless, as the category implies, these two

tools are only focusing and analysing the memory of devices.

Mobile Device

Mobile forensic investigations tools such as XRY and Oxygen are the most favoured

when examining a case. These tools enable analysis, extraction, decoding and also

recovery of information from devices such as mobiles, GPS tools as well as SIM cards

(Joshi & Pilli, 2016). However, Oxygen does not allow the investigators to select data

for retrieval. Moreover, during the examination there is no feature included which would

inform the analysts if an error occurred during the procedure. Hence, this could be fatal

in terms of time invested in the investigation process and delaying the court hearing.

Software

Ghiro and FotoForensics are popular when investigating the software. Ghiro being an

open-source software, focuses on digital image forensics such as hash matching, extrac-

tion of metadata and analysis of error levels. Furthermore, FotoForensics focuses on

decoding images which have been manufactured or manipulated especially considering

the use of error level analysis. The disadvantageous of Ghiro is the image search pro-

cessing relies on web solutions which may not be acceptable in Law Enforcement due to

confidentiality requirements which may also lead to privacy violations (Al Sharif et al.,

2016). As FotoForensics’ name suggests, this tool is used to detect if an image has been

falsified, however, not for any further use.

Generally, it can be said and is evidential that these forensic tools are efficient to

some degree, however, are limited when the development of the IoT is being taken into

consideration, especially due to each tool having a main focus on specific aspects of the

digital forensic investigation. Research trying to improve the efficiency of the IoT forensic

investigation is taking digital forensic tools, its benefits and challenges into considerations

but also consider what needs to be changed.
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2.3.2 IoT Forensics

Key research within this area mainly started with Zawoad and Hasan (2015), which

considers issues with large data sets and evidence collection on an IoT server which can

register devices in their model to provide further solutions to IoT forensics and develop

a single server framework called the Forensic-aware IoT (FAIoT) model. Such aims to

ensure a secure chain of custody and as a model looks as presented in Figure 2.2, where

investigator access the web server with the secured evidence storage retrieving such

from the cloud of the devices.

Additionally, their FAIoT model supports forensic investigation in a reliable way within the

IoT environment. However, considering current challenges and suggestions for future

research, this model exhibits areas of improvement:

• IoT devices are registered on the server but no information are given of what data

is exactly necessary

• Only provides a single server, therefore, limits the possibility to register devices,

store evidence and investigate a case in an organised manner which is necessary

when presenting information in court

• There is no mention of working on big international scale cases with fellow investi-

gators.

Moreover, research by Jeon and Lee (2016) suggests a management model of forensic

technologies to ease the access to such. Furthermore, work by Quick and Choo (2018)

aims towards dealing with the high capacity of evidence in their designed open-source

Tool which can screen a variety of platforms to extract evidence by reducing data.

Considering both of these research publications, it is evident that a more in depth

analysis on their aims and improvement of these areas is needed. These aspects lead to

this PhD research focusing on developing a Hybrid Server framework (see Figure 3.5)

which is able to cover issues raised to implement such an idea into a SW environment,

which the world is moving forward to.

Research review by Lillis et al. (2016) touches upon distributed processing of data as well

as its storage and analysis to improve performance. However, it is shown that distributed

processing in forensics is only considered in their future work. Therefore, such insight

supports this research on distributed IoT servers to a small degree and helps to narrow

the scope of the research down to the exact.

Furthermore, Meffert, Clark, Baggili, and Breitinger (2017) present a general framework
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Figure 2.2: FAIoT Model by Zawoad and Hasan (2015)
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as well as a practical approach for IoT forensics while keeping in mind the amount of IoT

devices worldwide. Their framework focuses on data collection of valuable information in

terms of forensics. However, they mention being limited to access historical and deleted

data, which is crucial during investigating cases. Taking these aspects of research into

consideration and comprehending its gaps and the need for improvement, this PhD

addresses these issues adequately by proposing to improve the way of storing more

information on the cloud as well as the HFS and create a balance. As such is outlined in

this PhD research questions as well as aims and objectives.

2.4 Trust and Confidence in Investigation Processes

Considerations of device identification, management, routines for investigations and

platforms in particular of the IoT also leaves the question of how reliable all these

techniques are to be successfully presented in the court of law. Examining the reliability

of the evidence analysis and processes linking to such is pivotal. Fore example, the

Boolean value is a mathematical logic which value results are TRUE or FALSE and

could indicate the reliability if used. However, the grey area in between should be

considered to ensure valuable results which can be better guaranteed and can be

calculated by the fuzzy logic method. Such is being used in research by K. F. Liu and

Lai (2009), they propose multiple rules which are presented in IF-THEN format as well

as membership functions to show the whole frame of variables to be considered in their

area of assessing environmental impact. Akkuzu et al. (2019b)’s research also provides

a fuzzy logic decision framework based on collaborative privacy management for online

social networks and trusted data sharing. Hence, in their research trust values are used

between users since the framework needs to calculate trust loss and gains for reputation

value.

However, these approaches do not link to forensic investigation processes in any way

but only focused on secure data sharing within online social networks and, therefore,

focused on communication aspects. Hence, this PhD research considers such gaps

but recognises Akkuzu et al. (2019b)’s model possibly being able to adapt. Hence, this

thesis developed and improved their model further by applying it to different scenarios

and extending such to evidence sharing.

Considering forensic research in this area of data sharing, research by Shanmugam

(2011) propose a system to weigh events into low, medium and high in regards to

anti-forensic activities data in form of digital evidence. These are linguistic variables
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used in fuzzy ratings which was also applied in the research by Akkuzu et al. (2019b).

This method used by Shanmugam (2011) aims to be used as a standard to detect

anti–forensics to support case presentation processes in the court of law to show the

gathered evidence and its confidence. They chose to weigh events from 0 to 10 which

are linked to specific conditions as demonstrated in Table 2.3 and these conditions can

be categorised in values between 0 and 100 or 0 and 1000 (Shanmugam, 2011). Their

conditions consider the following aspects to weigh anti-forensic activities to help calculate

an investigation’s reliance:

• Malicious payloads

• System access before and after an incident

• Change of file structure

• Comparison of deleted files of system operation

• Forensic tools detecting activity

• Tools to prevent activity

• Changed security permission

• Log files.

The focus on evaluating anti-forensics appearances and the confidence considering such

opened the opportunity to focus more on establishing the confidence of processes during

investigation procedures. Even though, Shanmugam (2011) considered the validation

of digital forensic evidence this PhD takes such validation into a different direction by

focusing on different problems, which have not been considered in previous research at

all. The IoT environment was not considered, neither were the expertise of investigators

themselves, the successful retrieval of evidence or the reliance on the final case report.

These are key aspects which this thesis is addressing.

Considering sharing of data as well as weighing events in terms of anti-forensic activity

to support evidence presentation in the court of law, it is evident that fuzzy logic is useful

in determining the values of specific methods and of high benefit within the forensic field.

Hence, this PhD, adequately considers these research gaps and contributes by providing

formulae to compute CVM for areas within IoT forensic investigations.
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Value Conditions
0 No malicious payload, access to system, nor file structure change

Comparing deleted files to normal system operation are low
1 Malicious payload is 2, accesses to system is 3, file structure change is 1

Comparing deleted files to normal system operation are low
2 Malicious payload is 3, file order changed is 5

People having system access before and after incident are low
3 Malicious payload is 6, file order changed is 7

People having system access before and after incident are low
4 Malicious payload is 7, file order changed is 6

People having system access before and after incident are high
5 No malicious payload, access to system, nor file structure change

Comparing deleted files to normal system operation are high
Forensic tools detecting the activity are low and the
prevention tools used to prevent the activity is low

6 System access is 10, file structure change is 9
Forensic tools detecting the activity and the prevention tools
used to prevent the activity are low
People having system access before and after incident are high

7 System access is 12, file structure change is 11
Forensic tools detecting the activity and the prevention tools
used to prevent the activity are low

8 System access is 18, file structure change is 15
Forensic tools detecting the activity and the prevention tools
used to prevent the activity are low

9 All Log files deleted. All security permissions changed
Comparing deleted files to normal system operation are high

10 All Log files deleted. All security permissions changed
Comparing deleted files to normal system operation are high
Forensic tools detecting the activity are low
and the prevention tools used to prevent the activity are low

Table 2.3: Weighing Anti-Forensics Activity Events according to Shanmugam (2011)
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2.5 Conclusion

As touched upon within this chapter, there has been an increased interest in IoT forensics.

Novel formula for device management have been introduced and keep being updated

to allow a more efficient administration of devices. Server platforms as well as tools

to improve IoT forensics have been introduced, mainly being single server structures

and more related to data storing than investigation processes. Also considerations to

improve data sharing in general as well as a focus evaluating severity of events in terms

of crime have been introduced, which highlighted that an interest in research is evident.

Nevertheless, research has been limited and considering these current publications the

gaps identified in current literature are clearly identified and will be be addressed by

proposing a framework in the following chapter. The lack of managing and identifying IoT

devices especially when considering the necessity in terms of improving forensic investi-

gations is addressed inadequately in current literature. Also, the lack of a platform for IoT

device storage and management which considers multilevel investigations, jurisdictional

limitation as well as the management of devices and evidence is impacting IoT forensics

negatively. Furthermore, the reliance of aspects within IoT forensic processes are not

considered especially in terms of investigators and their expertise/training as well as

report conduction, presentation and sharing, which are key areas during any investigation

process. Therefore, this PhD aims to address these issues and gaps adequately to

propose a solution by developing an IoT forensic framework focusing on DNA, HFS

and CVM. This will clearly state that the gaps of current literature can be adequately

addressed and provide a valuable contribution to IoT forensics.
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Chapter 3

IoT Forensics Framework

Having established the background of the research area and put such into context,

this Chapter takes this thesis into its contribution to current research and contains the

core of this PhD by elaborating the proposed IoT forensic framework. As mentioned

before, it is structured by the three key pillars and demonstrates the contribution of

this thesis. The previous chapter elaborated that the lack of IoT device management

and identification effects IoT forensics greatly. Current research presents methods to

uniquely identify devices using different methods and algorithms, however, such have

not sufficiently touched upon IoT devices being used in criminal activities and how such

unique identification can be used to improve investigation procedures. Therefore, this

framework contributes to research by introducing the DNA of IoT devices, with a specific

focus on smartphones, tablets and laptops. Furthermore, investigation environments

for IoT forensics have increased to be introduced. The development from digital to IoT

forensics is being made gradually. Few publications present models of single server

platforms to use such to store IoT evidence to ease access for investigation purposes.

Nevertheless, these do not consider international investigations or limitations which are

linked to jurisdictional guidelines. Hence, a dynamic system environment, HFS, as well

as investigation routines are proposed within this PhD. Considering other aspects of an

investigation, such as investigators, case reports and the sharing of evidence, is barely

touched upon within current research. Data sharing and formula to calculate the severity

of crime activities have been presented but do not consider the training and skills of

investigators nor how case reports and evidence can be shared with more confidence,

specifically if the investigation is of international kind. Therefore, this PhD contributes by

introducing CVM which considers the confidence of investigation aspects. An introduced

formal notation approach, Formal Notation Statements (FNS), demonstrate logically and
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clearly the behaviour of the proposed IoT Forensic Framework. Overall, this research

demonstrates that current IoT forensic gaps are adequately addressed within this thesis

proposed framework.

Furthermore, the following sections were able to be published, showing the contribution

factor of this theses and include; Scheidt, Akkuzu, and Adda (2020), Scheidt and Adda

(2020b) and Scheidt and Adda (2020a). An extensive publication list can be found in the

Dissemination Section.

3.1 DNA

As elaborated in the previous chapters, it is crucial in today’s overwhelming amount of

IoT device increase and development to be able to have a better overview of the used

technologies, especially in terms of forensic processes. As other research demonstrated,

especially by Majeed and Al-Yasiri (2016), if aiming to uniquely identify an IoT device,

information need to be gathered and presented in an organised manner. Therefore, a

crucial feature in starting and continuing on the path of developing this thesis’ content

was the consideration of the different framework aspects, the first being the DNA, such is

a unique identification method aiming to be more efficient and applicable within the IoT

environment and its forensic investigation. Thinking of forensic procedures as well as

evidence one of the most crucial pieces as well as an aspect which comes to mind initially

is the DNA at a crime scene. Hence, being able to identify a victim or link someone to a

scene due to DNA findings in terms of being a witness or a suspect. This sparked the

idea of naming the unique identification of a device, the DNA of an IoT device, due to

such also planning to be used as uniquely as biological DNA is able to be. Therefore, the

novel identification method of this thesis consists of Genes and in terms of IoT devices,

the Genes are the information necessary to construct the unique DNA identification.

Considerations of this research’s direction had been taken and further developed to

cover current gaps of research while also providing a contribution. Critical evaluations of

research aspects were made and covered the following:

• DNA only includes a few number of Genes as other research have indicated with

their device identification approaches and showed that such would be enough as it

is a new addition to research.

• Consideration of very unique Genes indicating storage or time frame were not

included initially.
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• Consideration of DNA mutation was not considered and would have missed out a

wide aspect of new contribution to research.

These aspects were considered, however, after more research it was shown to be a very

simple way of identification if the additions would have not been expanded and only a

rough advancement to the traditional mac/device addresses of devices. Continuing in this

direction would have not provided an efficient rate of uniqueness and no comprehensive

thought on the ability of the DNA being able to change and develop would have been

provided. Therefore, it was decided that the proposed DNA needs to include a higher

number of Genes, which is also able to be increased in the future to be adaptable with

time and technological developments. Moreover, tasks are assigned to specific Genes

which are also adaptable and therefore consider possible changes/mutations to the

unique identification of a device.

Therefore, after evaluating IoT forensic research and current investigation processes,

the Genes were decided on as twenty, to be exact, and are demonstrated in Table 3.1

showing their unique abbreviations as well as definitions and attributes. Some of these

Genes can be seen as common sense (i.e. O, SN, DT, PN), whereas others are more of

an elaborate and novel nature and play bigger parts (i.e. AD, SP, DY ), especially when

implemented within the other aspects of this thesis’ framework. Additionally to the genes

and due to such carrying different kind of information, four gene categories have been

developed to allow a more efficient process of identification and forensic investigation if

the technological implementation is considered, see Table 3.2. As touched upon in the

previous chapter, the Genes were decided on when considering previous research. The

first half of proposed Genes (O to M) can be considered as straight forward and to some

degree touched upon in research, as shown in Table 2.1. The second half of Genes (AD

to TF) add a layer of uniqueness with forensics focus to the DNA. Such support linking

a device to criminal activities but also allow additional investigation processes such as

covert observations.

To further demonstrate the relationships and categories between the Genes of the DNA,

is an essential role to communicate effectively within the unique identification process.

Such relationships can be represented as follows.

Definition 1 - DNA and Genes

Let DNA, hence one IoT device with its unique identification, represent all Genes (g)

within the IoT, specifically HFS environment.

DNA = {g1, g2, ...gn}
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Table 3.1: Genes of IoT Devices which make up its DNA to help identify them uniquely

Genes Attributes
1 Owner (O) Individual/Company who purchased a device
2 Subscriber (S) Individual/Company registering device, could

be owner or receiver (i.e. company phone, present)
3 User (U) Individual/Company using device, could be

owner or receiver (i.e. company phone, present)
4 Serial Number (SN) Unique Serial Number of Devices
5 Location (LO) Place device has initially been registered
6 Device Type (DT) Brand, Model
7 Phone Number (PN) Number used for device
8 Connectivity (C) Devices ability to connect to the internet
9 ID MAC or Android address; SIM Card ID; IMEI
10 IP of registered Server One ID for regional and one for country
11 Memory of Phone (M) Can be decreased or expanded with memory/SD card
12 Adoption (AD) If IoT device was not registered, no IP address

or if it is in a different country its being saved on
13 Suspession Time (SP) If an individual is a suspect it is possible to keep

saving of their IoT devices information for
longer than the legislation period of specific countries
(otherwise it will be deleted); Time frame

14 Dirty (DY) Picks up all information and flags suspicious content,
it saves history of committed crimes

15 Privilege (P) Content is deleted before SP time due to not
being suspicious or flagged by HFS

16 Stolen (STO) Activated when user reports change of owner or device
as stolen being suspicious or flagged by HFS

17 Longitude (LON) GPS Location of device
18 Latitude (LAT) GPS Location of device
19 Time Radius (TR) Distance Radius set for HFS to update
20 Time Frame (TF) Time Interval between location updates

Table 3.2: Categorising Genes

Temporary/Dynamic Permanent/Static
Manual LO; DT; SN; IP; C
Mutated O; S; U; ID; M;PN
Private/Hidden AD; TR TF
Volatile DY; SP; STO; P; LON; LAT

Where, g is the Gene of the DNA. In this research 20 Genes have been identified, so

n = 20. Genes can be a person, device information, services and location information

that interact with the DNA, as demonstrated in Table 3.1.

Definition 2 - Dynamic and Static

A Gene can be classified into dynamic (gd) and static (gs) according to the function of

genes.

DNA subset, gd, can be defined as:

DNAd = {O, S, U, ID, M, PN, AD, TR, DY, STO, P, SP, LON, LAT}
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Additionally, DNA subset, gs, can be defined as:

DNAs = {LO, DT, SN, IP, C, TF}

Therefore, the full DNA will be as follows:

DNA = DNAd ∪DNAs

Indicating that the DNA consists of the union of subsets DNAd and DNAs.

Definition 3 - Categories

Genes also can be classified into further subsets, which are manual (gm), mutated(gt),

private/hidden(gp) and volatile(gv).

DNA subset, gm, can be defined as:

DNAm = DNAs − {TF} To clarify such further,

DNAm = {LO, DT, SN, IP, C}

Additionally, the subset, gt, can be defined as:

DNAt = {O, S, U, ID, M, PN}

Also, subset gp can be defined as:

DNAp = {AD, TR, TF}

Finally, DNA subset, gv, can be defined as:

DNAv = {DY, SP, STO, P, LON, LAT}

Therefore, in this case the full DNA consisting of the genes, hence, subsets, will be as

follows:

DNA = DNAm ∪DNAt ∪DNAp ∪DNAv

Indicating that the DNA consists of the union of subsets DNAm, DNAt, DNAp and

DNAv.

To elaborate on this further, each Gene is either of dynamic or static kind and additionally

can be categorised into one of the following; private, manual, mutated or volatile, see

Table 3.2. Generally, some Genes can be in multiple of the four categories, for example

O, S or U are manual Genes, however, also have the possibility to mutate. To ensure a

more efficient investigation process, each Gene is only part of one category between

dynamic or static as well as one between manual, private, mutated or volatile. This

ensures that the DNA implementation within HFS environment safely categorises the

Gene, henceforth, the information linked to such. The in depth framework structure of

HFS will be discussed in the next section, but to skip ahead shortly, the DNA of IoT

devices and HFS framework work together with the storing, managing and designing

of DNA on HFS. Hence, IoT devices are registered on HFS by filling in the necessary

information (Genes) and HFS fills in the additional information known, therefore creating

the unique DNA. To elaborate further, dynamic Genes can be of temporary kind, hence,
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these can change such as an O, S or U of a device. Additionally, these three Genes

can be the same individual or three different information, as Table 3.1 shows, in cases

of company devices O and S would be different to U. However, static Genes stay the

same such as the device’s DT or SN. If a Gene is referred to as manual it is either filled

in automatically by HFS, such as the L a device has been registered in and the IP of that

specific HFS. Moreover, the DT is being manually filled in by the individual registering

the device.

Mutated Genes can also be information manually filled in during the registration of

devices, however, the information of these Genes can clearly change over the time a

device is being used. If devices are being sold or given away for other people to use the

Genes such as O, S or U may also change overtime. Therefore, these activities mutate

the DNA but HFS can update these changes if such occurs.

Private Genes are created by HFS itself specifically in regards to time, such as TR and

TF as well as the novel Gene AD, which comes into use when a device has not been

officially registered but is being used nevertheless, and the device is trying to get access

to services. In such cases HFS would be in contact with service providers to confirm if

service access can be granted to the device or if additional steps need to be undertaken.

If a device will not be registered but AD onto HFS a visiting DNA is assigned to the device

which will store all the information HFS can access and/or is provided with. Hence, AD is

set to initially mentioning the time period in months when it is set to TRUE in cases of a

’visiting DNA’

Similarly to the private Genes, volatile ones are also created by HFS the difference,

however, DY, SP and STO are only utilised when a device conducts suspicious activities,

is reported stolen or is under surveillance and, therefore, of particular interest to a

forensic investigation. This suggests that, AD, DY, SP and STO would be a TRUE or

FALSE result with SP additionally mentioning the time period in months when it is set

to TRUE. Overall, this information are being stored on HFS and its Cloud, specifically

the Genes TR and TF are using a large amount of the available storage. Elaborating

on these aspects further, to prevent overwhelming the storage capacity it is suggested

that data is managed by deleting and overwriting such just as with devices in general.

This is especially necessary considering the regular update of location data, TR and

TF. Therefore, such deletion should be done on a regular basis, hence, a data retention

period is introduced. Governments, legislations and companies themselves normally

decide on such which is an efficient way to manage data. Therefore, considering such,

countries are able to choose their own data retention time period for HFS which would be
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of high value in the long run. To additionally prevent a storage issue, the genes SP and P

are introduced and utilised. As shown in Table 3.1, the data retention time period can be

extended by utilising SP, however, if HFS does not recognise any suspicious behaviour

of a device, the content is not incriminating and investigations are not requested, HFS is

able to delete data before the data retention period ends due to the Gene P. Evidently,

the content is only deleted from HFS and not from the device itself. Considering all these

aspects and rules to create a DNA string and breaking the Genes down individually

could look like the string in Figure 3.1, showing the 20 Genes ( xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 20) with Xi

being the unique identification consisting of numbers and string. Hence, the police will

be able to search for a name, i.e. O, and if needed information such as LO and/or PN

and HFS will provide content of the linked devices. Due to being an enormous amount

of information and this effecting the storage, every Gene will be allocated to 64 byte by

default. However, these bits are of dynamic nature, hence, if more space is needed HFS

will automatically adjust. The same happens if less space is used, such will then be free

to be allocated somewhere else. Moreover, having understood and demonstrated the

aspects of the DNA and its Genes, Algorithm 1 shows how the same process looks like

in an algorithm environment.

Figure 3.1: DNA String Example divided in Genes

Having elaborated the functions of the DNA within this framework, B-Language was

utilised to validate and implement the overall protocol with the help of the mathematical

rules. Section 1.1.5 elaborated on the general functions and Table 3.3 elaborates on the

symbols used.

Symbols/B-Language Definition
∧ and
:= equal
̸= not equal
{ } set
=> leads to/implies
⊃ OR <<: includes
∴ presumes/therefore
: such as

Table 3.3: B-Language Symbols’ Definition

Using this abstract machines approach method requires basic information elaborating on
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Algorithm 1 Create DNA
Input Genes that will be used as DNA identifier by uploading data on system
Output New Unique DNA of IoT device

BEGIN
GET the number of Genes (n) that will be used in DNA composition
DNAn ← GET unique identification (DNAn) = O, S, U, SN, LO, DT, PN, C, ID, IP, M,AD,
SP, DY, P, STO, LON, LAT, TR, TF

DNALO,DT,SN,IP,C,T F ← GET static Genes
DNAO,S,U,ID,M,AD,T R,DY,SP ← GET dynamic Genes
DNAO,S,U,SN,LO,DT,P N,C,ID,IP,M,LON,LAT,T R,T F ← GET Genes related to initial
registration

DNAAD ← GET Check registration status and if FALSE assign Gene
DNASP,DY,P,ST O ← GET Genes related to Criminal Activity
END

if Registering IoT Device then
GET ← O, S, U, SN, LO, DT, PN, C, ID, IP, M, LON, LAT, TR, TF
DNAn ← compose DNA
Authorise IoT device and grant service access
else

IoT Device not registered
IoT device not authorised and no service access

if IoT Device not registered then
request registration of Device

else
GET from Server← AD
DNAn ← compose VisitingDNA
Authorise IoT device and grant service access
else

deny services;
end

end
end
return new DNA

end

if Criminal Activity detected then
GET and ACTIVATE ← SP, DY, P, STO
DNAn ← update DNA

if IoT Device is linked to Crime then
request investigation of Device with use of the DNA else

Delete Data due to retention period
end

end
return update DNA

end

BEGIN
DNAO,S,U,SN,LO,DT,P N,C,ID,IP,M,LON,LAT,T R,T F ← Device registration
DNAAD ← GET LO,DT,PN,C,ID,IP,LON,LAT,TR,TF
DNAO,S,U,SN,LO,DT,P N,C,ID,IP,M,LON,LAT,T R,T F,SP,DY,P,ST O ← Device and criminal
activity
END
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specific functions and can shortly be demonstrated as follows:

• Description of data (constants, variables)

• Description of operations (information of events within the machine)

• Presentation of invariants (the presented data meet the relationships within this

set).

Focusing on the first part of the framework, Figure 3.2 shows the first machine and the

necessary steps to create a devices’ DNA, what is needed and if registration of device

does not occur a visiting identification/DNA is assigned. Its C++ implementation can be

found in appendix B and appendix C. To elaborate this case, the device receives unique

identification and the following steps are taken:

• Device has been registered

• HFS assigned DNA to device

• If not registered, visiting identification/DNA is assigned.

Figure 3.2: Formal Model B-Language DNA Processes
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As the variables show, three areas are needed for this formal method verification step.

The variables, when uniquely identifying IoT devices, are the following:

• Device

• Genes

• Registration.

Device

As it is elaborated in Section 3.1 all necessary information are linked to an IoT device.

Genes

This is the specified name of the information which are linked to an IoT device and

designs the DNA as shown in Section 3.1.

Registration

For this step to be successful an IoT device and its Genes are necessary. If a device is

not being registered and a device is used it can be detected by service providers/towers

as well as HFS. Resulting in the visiting DNA, in B-Language(C++) referred to as visiting

identification, is created, which registers Genes easily accessible but due to the lack of an

official registration not as precise. Nevertheless, this information is still highly beneficial

when future investigation processes are considered.

Visiting DNA

A visiting DNA is a term which is used when a device has not been officially registered

with HFS, hence, it is being used as something similar to a burner phone utilising gene

AD set to TRUE. Service providers are able to pick up the usage of a specific device and

are able to retrieve some device information. However, these information are not as in

depth as a DNA of a device and may only cover:

• Device model and type

• Phone number

• Location.

When such occurs, HFS is able to assign a visiting DNA, hence, in case of such a device

committing a crime it will still be flagged and could be tried to pinpoint a suspect by

information such as location.
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The invariant of this model defines what each variable includes allowing to set the rules

in the initialisation process and demonstration the successful operations conditions and

results when the model to create a device’s DNA is presented. Appendices C to F

provide the C++ code for possible DNA creation scenarios. An in-depth case scenario

representation is going to be shown in the next Chapter 4.

Bringing all of these presented information together, Figure 3.3 demonstrates how the

process of creating a new DNA as well as updating such performs, indicating the route of

the process. Hence, an IoT device is a requirement and if registration, service access

and no criminal activity are followed then the content stored on HFS in regards to such

information is being deleted. Nevertheless, these stated aspects have an impact on

the process and therefore effect each DNA uniquely. This process demonstrates the

efficiency of this PhD’s contribution showing that DNA implementation is a crucial part in

improving IoT forensics.

Figure 3.3: Block Diagram of DNA Creation
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3.2 HFS’ Structure

Having established the most efficient way to uniquely identify IoT devices, the DNA, such

needs to be stored and managed in a way to make it advantageous in terms of IoT

forensics as very briefly touched upon previously. Furthermore, as the review of research

demonstrated, some attempts in the area of IoT forensic have been made. Specifically,

Zawoad and Hasan (2015) proposed a single server model to ease the investigation

within the IoT environment, however, unfortunately, do not consider a vast variety of

devices, international investigation or specific investigation routines. Therefore, aiming

to contribute in this research area demonstrated that the DNA should be linked to an

investigation server platform.

Demonstrating the need of a more precise direction was apparent due to developing

the DNA not being enough to stand as an elaborate PhD piece of work nor being able

to be implemented without the right environment. So further considerations such as

the aim of the DNA and the need to identify IoT devices uniquely and individually were

made. Due to the high interest in forensics and the clear rise of IoT forensics, it was

plausible to consider the support a framework could provide for investigation processes.

Therefore, thinking further ahead, it was important to note that there is a necessity to

demonstrate how the DNA process can be implemented further as well as a tool which

creates the DNA in the first place. Manually doing so for each device worldwide would

be counterproductive, time-consuming and not implementable due to the sheer amount

of unique identification needing to be calculated without having a common system. A

platform to manage the DNA in a safely and organised manner would be beneficial and

research showed that platforms which, if further developed, could be implemented with

the DNA. Building on this information and trying to find an efficient relation between

these the inital idea of having a single server, such as other research suggest, would

be interesting to expand into using as a platform, but the following considerations were

lacking:

• Data overload and storage issues were not touched upon with such a server

structure

• No guidelines on how to overview data in a sensible way

• No guidelines on how to access data

• No consideration of device ownership, hence, how could the information be linked

to a device
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• No consideration on case collaboration with multiple investigators/investigative

teams especially for international cases.

Those were interesting aspects which are crucial if advancing in the realm of IoT forensic.

Therefore, this PhD took these criticisms, explored such further and implemented them

into the proposed framework. Hence, the framework development of HFS. The purpose

of this proposition is that HFS:

• provides a multilayered hierarchical and distributional server investigation platform

which can be used on national as well as international basis

• creates, manages and stores DNA

• is regulated by service providers and government considering jurisdictional limita-

tions.

To meet these requirements the framework of HFS has been designed as a system

on hierarchical and distributional levels and can be considered as a multi layer system

as presented in Figure 3.4. The four Layers are the Inter Connection (GC) Layer, the

Country Server (CS) Layer, the Region Server (RS) Layer and the Investigation (I) Layer.

As Figure 3.4 shows, GC is being repeated to demonstrate that devices use internet

connection to communicate.

To elaborate on this further and considering that the world moves into the direction of

being fully IoT connected, hence Smart City (SC) globally implemented, it is suggested

that each country is equipped with a main HFS, which is the hierarchical level. More-

over, for a faster exchange of data, all countries will have additional servers for each of

their regions respectively, the distributional level, as visualised in 3.4 as well as Figure 3.5.

Due to this kind of model being heavily dependent on evidence sharing within as well as

among countries the retrieved information and evidence from the devices will be stored

on the Cloud for a specific time based on the countries individual legislation’s on data

rentention. HFS is managed by the government, authorities such as the police and army,

as well as service providers to ensure the public’s safety, improve investigation processes

but also for profit purposes due to devices only having access to the basic services (i.e.

calls, messaging) if not being registered on the Server System, which is a very similar

process to the current climate. Such proposed framework is not aiming to eliminate

current digital forensic investigation tools but rather to improve the investigation process

in cases of a larger and more complex structure, such as international cybercrime, fraud
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Figure 3.4: HFS Multi Layer System

Figure 3.5: HFS Structure
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or trafficking and/or if devices cannot be physically accessed. Generally, the government,

such as the city council, will maintain and manage HFS, however, they have no access to

any information of the databases. These will only be accessible by official court orders to

be then analysed by the appointed investigator, as it is shown within the Layer Structure

in Figure 3.4. This ensures data privacy and safety.

To fully utilise HFS, there are two levels of registration and login, which are the user and

the investigator level. As elaborated on in the previous section, the user of an IoT device

is not necessarily the owner and/or subscriber but to ease the following demonstration,

this PhD will refer to such as the user. Both registrations need similar information but

these of the user go into more detail, hence, design the device’s DNA according to the

collected information, their Genes. These information are then being stored on HFS

which the IoT device was initially registered on.

Investigators are able to register and login to HFS at later stages, using their individual

login details. These will require information on the following:

• Country and City of Investigator

• Rank of Investigator

• Sequence / Badge Number of Investigator

• Password and Authorisation Key.

However, the access is only available with a court order after evidence access for

investigation purposes is requested with the mentioned password and authorisation key

which HFS creates for a one time use in accordance to the court order.

As to be concluded from these aspects, a database is linked to HFS which would have

three entities; DNA / IoT Devices, Investigator and Content to possibly be used as

Evidence.

On the database linked to the stored DNA, information such as links to visited places,

memory space, GPS locations and a link to device content can be found, hence, the

information related to the Genes, Figure 3.6. The information database of investigators

provide details on name, ID, rank, encrypted passwords and CVM of their ability which will

be introduced in Section 3.3 (see Figure 3.7). The Evidence database saves information

of the devices content such as emails, passwords, card or contact details (see Figure

3.8). Appendix G demonstrates the database C++ code implementation.

HFS is proposed to also be able to distinguish if images are suspicious in terms of

criminal activity, as some of the Genes suggests. Hence, if criminal activity is detected
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Figure 3.6: Device Database within HFS environment

Figure 3.7: Investigator Database within HFS environment
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Figure 3.8: Evidence Database within HFS environment

such device is being recognised to be monitored. Having established HFS as a platform

to register IoT devices, create and store their DNA and enable investigators to access

devices’ content, a connection between device and HFS is also crucial. Therefore, an

app is proposed specifically to be used on all IoT devices to enhance the communication

between HFS, devices as well as service providers, as shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure

3.12. To ensure the efficiency of the app in communication with HFS, the following rules

need to be met:

• always active on the phone

• Settings changeable depending on device, these changes can be made over HFS

(not by the user themselves)

• Radius (otherwise small location changes would be registered constantly and that

would counteract with storage issues/limitations)

• Operating Mode: time and event based, hence, updates will be made in specific

time intervals (i.e. 30mins) or when changes occur (i.e. moved location, content

addition).
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Figure 3.9: App and HFS Communication

Advantages of HFS and the necessary app provide a valuable opportunity and efficient

communication platform while improving IoT Forensics and contributing to the current

research pool. This framework provides to be OS friendly. There are no restrictions

during investigation procedure which normally could be limited due to OS of devices,

hence, the right tool needs to be chosen to retrieve evidence from a device. Furthermore,

as Figure 3.12 shows, the proposed method allows an easy communication between

devices, HFS, its different layers and service providers, which also eases the creation

of DNA and device management with HFS. This platform ensures efficient IoT forensic

procedures by accessing evidence without needing a high number of tools but having the

device’s content accessible. Which leads to improved investigations on international level

and eases the issues with jurisdictional limitations.

3.2.1 Investigation Routines

Having established the framework of identification of IoT devices and the multilayered

investigation platform HFS, the next steps to consider are the investigation routines which

can be used when utilising the DNA and HFS. Due to such being of novel idea it is crucial

to consider investigation routines and adjust such to this PhDs research to improve IoT
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forensic case investigations. Knowing that evidence is going to be shared during IoT

forensics and procedures, two models as well as two routines are being introduced to

use HFS efficiently, which are the following:

• Distributed Investigation Model

• Multi-Tasking Investigation Model

• Linear Investigation Routine

• Pyramid Investigation Routine.

As evaluated in the literature review Section 2.2, general model of investigations such

as the classical covers the investigation of digital devices and the IoT. Building on such

developments, the Distributed Investigation Model considered a variety of issues which

this research implemented.

Distributed Investigation Model

While considering the possible issue of evidence sharing which may occur as well as the

HFS, this model was further expanded to fit the narrative more efficiently. If it is considered

that evidence sharing may be prohibited, the need and possibility to continue a police

investigation is still apparent. Nevertheless, in this further developed model of distributed

investigation, such can be met with the exchange of the final case evidence analysis

reports of an investigation rather than all of the evidence artifacts. This is an efficient

solution to protect data from unauthorised access by individuals or even investigators,

as well as data contamination. As elaborated above, further steps of an investigation

against individuals only have to be taken if suspicious data was recognised by HFS.

Figure 3.10 visualises a brief overview of the structure of the distributed investigation

process proposed in this PhD and shows the four steps of evidence sharing within the

HFS environment as also shown in Figure 3.4:

1. Country A (Cj /Rjk) requests evidence from Country B (Cj′ /Rj′k′ )

2. Country (main) and Regional (sub) Server communicate about request

3. Value of Data Sensitivity and CVM is calculated by the Server System (more of

these calculation in section 3.3)

4. Cj′ decides if evidence is to be shared or not.

Multi-Tasking Investigation Model

If the previous steps of of the distributed model are followed and only the investigation
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Figure 3.10: Server structure with requester and owner of data

report is exchanged as suggested, there is the question of validating the received report.

For this issue, it is proposed to utilise a Training Model beforehand to examine the

investigator being employed for future investigations. This model falls under a stochastic

model which estimates the probability and distribution of possible and expected outcomes,

CVM, and will be further discussed in the following section. However, to summarise the

aim of this multi tasking model shortly:

• investigators are able to collaborate nationally as well as internationally by sharing

case analysis reports and therefore following evidence sharing protocols.

Taking these investigation models further and to ensure to fully utilise HFS’ platform,

investigation routines to be followed by investigators are crucial. Therefore two routines

are proposed for an efficient sequence of case investigation process steps as mentioned

above, which are:

• Linear Investigation Routine

• Pyramid Investigation Routine.

Overall, there are four levels to these routines which are, Home Server, Visiting Entry,

Roaming Entry, and Investigator, to be considered during both investigation routines and

are demonstrated in Figure 3.11.

Elaborating on the specific levels these routines contain, accessing the Home Server of

HFS provides the GPS location of that city’s and/or country’s HFS which connects to other

HFS. The Visiting Entry contains the GPS location of cities and countries visited of the

specific device being investigated. Furthermore, the Roaming Entry provides information
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Figure 3.11: Investigation Routine Levels

on DNA and Servers by registering; times, locations and Links to visited cities/countries.

Additionally, this level enables navigation in cases of a device traveling which provides a

structured data storage of information on HFS. Hence, each device entry on the Home

Server has a folder entry, Roaming, which provides a summary of each city visited and a

link which is able to connect to that specific server. The Police/Investigator level is the

point to start off an IoT forensic investigation. This Level is just needed if investigation

is necessary and therefore tracking of a device and examining evidence are crucial to

examine possible crime case connections.

The Linear, also direct, Investigation Routine would suggest that if information is needed

and requested from Level 1, this information will be directly retrieved if the request of

a case investigation and evidence examination is accepted from the necessary level.

Contrary to this routine the Pyramid, also indirect, Routine has to go through all four

levels to retrieve information, as the name ‘indirect’ suggests. This method is slower but

helps to not overwhelm HFS and its processing ability in the long run of this frameworks

implementation therefore recommended. As mentioned above, Figure 3.12 demonstrates

the relationships and communication routes established within this section, demonstrating

a novel way of a mutltilayer server structure, improving IoT forensics and contributing

to its current research. Further verification and implementation will be demonstrated in

Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.12: HFS Framework Communication and Relations
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3.3 CVM

The proposed framework of this thesis considers the unique identification of IoT devices,

a multilayered server platform in terms of HFS to allow national and international inves-

tigation as well as storage, creation and management of DNA, devices and its content

and lastly investigation routines to be used while utilising all these framework aspects.

If the two previous contribution aspects of this framework are followed and evidence is

available, the investigation is the next phase of the procedure. Research showed that

there is a lack of training, skill and policies in verifying the expertise of investigation

aspects, which originally was not part of this PhD to be considered. However, recognising

this gap established the need to address such by using equations presented in this

part of the Chapter, which were also published by the author of this thesis (Scheidt

et al., 2020). Therefore, as shortly touched upon previously, the last part to consider

during the investigation processes are the investigators knowledge and training, the

investigated evidence and how this effects the evidence case report to be presented

in the court of law. Furthermore, this will demonstrate how evidence sharing during

investigations can be crucial. These aspects can be considered as the confidence of

these investigation areas. As established in Chapter 2, especially Shanmugam (2011)’s

research aimed to validate crime activities within digital forensics, showing that such

validation are needed within investigation processes. Furthermore, the necessity in

providing a further aspects to the proposed framework due to the consideration of the

evidential value of investigation process demonstrates to be crucial for a successful chain

of custody. However, current research is not considering aspect of the investigation

process but only the criminal activity itself. Moreover, data sharing in research has not

considered the aspect of sharing evidence and how to evaluate trust and confidence

on forensic processes. Therefore, more information on data sharing, or in this thesis

evidence sharing, was needed and demonstrated that the sensitivity of such can effect a

number of things. If case investigations are considered, especially on an international

level, the sharing of evidence is necessary but cannot and should not be an easy made

decision due to the sensitivity of each case. Consequently, it was considered which

aspects would influence a case from the investigation point of view and it was narrowed

down to:

• Evidence

• investigators and/or expert witness
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• final case report.

Providing contribution to current research, novel formulae relating to a criminal investi-

gation, by calculating the confidence of these aspects regarding the investigation are

introduced to ensure a more solid IoT forensic case investigation. These formulae are

necessary to improve an investigation process which can otherwise lead to miscarriages

of justice due to lack of finances or time which these results aim to be able to reduce

(Bowcott, 2018).

As the IoT is expanding and crime utilising such is increasing, ways for investigation

purposes need to improve and develop. It is suggested to ease the process of evidence

analyses of IoT devices, for example smartphones, tablets, laptops. Therefore, if this

is taken a step further to ensure that the process of investigation (evidence analysis,

investigator expertise and case report) is of high evidential value when presented in court

the confidence of such needs to be considered. As mentioned above, this PhD presents

models to calculate the CVM of:

• the evidence, CE , as shown in equation 3.1

• investigators, CI , and/or expert witnesses, CW , shown in equation 3.2

• the outcome of a forensic written and presented report, CO, as shown in equation

3.3.

To efficiently implement CVM, fuzzy logic rules are utilised, with [0] being the lowest

and [1] the highest value. To elaborate further on functions of the novel formulae; dij

represents the degree level of extraction success for each evidence per investigators.

Which indicate that there are m evidences per investigator, hence, n, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1

≤ j ≤ m. This value depends on the resources used as well as the tools and it is also

scaled by the sensitivity of evidence sharing between investigators. The sensitivity, Sij ,

is defined in Equation 3.4 which was borrowed from previous research by Akkuzu et

al. (2019b) and is efficient due to demonstrating aspects which can be of importance

within this thesis, as shown in Chapter 2. Furthermore, such is also useful due to this

research being able to further develop and improve their models so the forensic process

are considered. Moreover, elaborating on Equation 3.2, the expertise level of each

investigator, LI , as well as each expert witness, LW , defines the status and knowledge

which are trainee, junior or senior rank. For instance, for a senior investigator of more

intensive experience LI would be set to 1 within the fuzzy logic rules.
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CE = 1
nm

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

dijSij (3.1)

CI =
nI∑

i=1

LI i

nI
, CW =

nW∑
i=1

LW i

nW
(3.2)

CO = f(CE ∧ CI ∧ CW ) (3.3)

Having evaluated the different notations of an investigation to be calculated and presented

in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 , the final investigation step considered in this thesis is the report

outcome and its confidence value. The report (CO) evaluates the CVM of the evidence

(CE) and of each investigator (CI ) and/or each expert witness (CW ), considering the

written and presented report. (CI ) and (CW ) are set to and/or due to an investigator

and expert witness often being the same individual and not needing to repeat the

calcualtion again. However, if the expert witness is a representative of the investigator,

both calculation need to be included. This model CO represents the calculation process

of the confidence of the report. An overview of possible results when calculating the

CVM of a report is shown in Table 3.4. To elaborate further, if the confidence of the case

investigator as well as the evidence ranges between [0,1] overall, however, the case

expert witness is assigned a value of [0] then the report’s CVM will only be [0]. Hence,

indicating that the report value is low. If the confidence of the case investigator as well

as the overall evidence are ranging in the higher threshold of [0,1], and the case expert

witness is assigned a value of 1 the report’s CVM will also range in the higher threshold

of [0,1] and therefore be of higher evidential value. Hence, it can be concluded that if any

of the values are 0, the overall confidence will be 0 and therefore less reliable in a court

of law, as demonstrated in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: CVM

CE ∧ CI ∧ CW CO

[0,1] ∧ [0,1] ∧ [0,1] [0,1]
[0] ∧ [0,1] ∧ [0,1] [0]
[0,1] ∧ [1] ∧ [1] [0,1]
[1] ∧ [1] ∧ [1] [1]
[0] ∧ [0] ∧ [0] [0]

Considering different aspects of an investigation and the importance in its CVM calcu-

lations, it is also necessary to consider the sensitivity of a case. Moreover, due to the

results the models provide and these results being in the range between [0,1], fuzzy logic

needs to be addressed as touched upon previously. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the
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following two models are provided in previous research by Akkuzu et al. (2019b) and are

developed by being implemented within the forensic environment and evidence sharing

within this thesis, due to sharing of co-owned data by various international servers:

• Data Sensitivity (Equation 3.4)

• Fuzzy Logic Rules (Table 3.5).

S =
∑m

i=1(Pi ∗ (wi))∑m
j=1(wj)

(3.4)

Table 3.5: Fuzzy Rules (Akkuzu et al., 2019b)

Rule Number Rule Decision
Rule 1 If sensitivity[’low’] ∧ confidence[’low’] [’maybe’]
Rule 2 If sensitivity[’low’] ∧ confidence[’medium’] [’maybe’]
Rule 3 If sensitivity[’low’] ∧ confidence[’full’] [’yes’]
Rule 4 If sensitivity[’medium’] ∧ confidence[’low’] [’maybe’]
Rule 5 If sensitivity[’medium’] ∧ confidence[’full’] [’yes’]
Rule 6 If sensitivity[’medium’] ∧ confidence[’medium’] [’maybe’]
Rule 7 If sensitivity[’high’] ∧ confidence[’low’] [’no’]
Rule 8 If sensitivity[’high’] ∧ confidence[’medium’] [’maybe’]
Rule 9 If sensitivity[’high’] ∧ confidence[’full’] [’yes’]

To elaborate on this, results of S range in between [0,1] and the summation of the

numerator shows the probabilities of evidence and its Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability,

Privacy, and Possession (CIAPP). Pi shows the CIAPP probabilities which are selected

by the owner/legal jurisdiction of the evidence and wi is the weight of these properties.

Furthermore, the denominator presents the total number of the five CIAPP probabilities

and features and weight (Akkuzu, Aziz, & Adda, 2019a; Akkuzu et al., 2019b). Further-

more, making decisions on sharing forensic evidence considering its sensitivity as well as

CVM can follow the rules demonstrated in Table 3.5. Due to the use of fuzzy logic, Table

3.6 provides an overview of the complexity the results can be identified as which enables

the proposed models (Equation 3.1-3.3) to be applicable to real-life investigation cases.

Elaborating further on Equation 3.4, if there are m number of evidence files, each of

these will have a specific degree of extraction, d, which again relates to the probability

of evidence sharing. Hence, local/national investigations, due to not having to share

evidence with other jurisdictions, will always have a sensitivity value of 1, however,

investigations on an international level will be ranging the sensitivity value between [0,1].
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Table 3.6: Fuzzy Logic Decisions , Values and Associated Members

Decision Value Member Meaning
File found

Yes 1 Evidence opened for analysis
(All files were opened by investigator)

Investigator Investigator was successful
to retrieve, restore and/or
access all of the evidence
(out of 100 % Evidence)

File is found and could not be opened
or(Some files

Maybe 0.5 Evidence (Some files
were opened by investigator)

Investigator Investigator was partially successful
to retrieve, restore and/or access

the evidence (out of 100 % Evidence)
No 0 Evidence No files were found

Investigator Investigation was not successful
to retrieve, restore and/or

access any of the evidence
(out of 100 % Evidence)

Therefore, it is important to consider data sensitivity, S, as well as the degree of extraction,

d, due to these aspects effecting the outcome of a report.

A case implementation of these calculations will be demonstrated in the following chapter,

demonstrating again the contribution and necessity this aspect of the framework have on

IoT forensics, ensuring a more reliable investigation procedure. Considering the previous

two aspects, DNA and HFS, of the proposed framework, Figure 3.13 demonstrates the

role of CVM within the whole framework process, which will be further validated and

evaluated in the following section.

3.4 IoT Forensic Framework

Having demonstrated the contribution of this thesis by elaborating the three key aspects

of the framework, it is now crucial to demonstrate how the processes interact with each

other. It was established that a number of steps are being undertaken for DNA to be

created and how HFS is communicating with devices and service providers to keep

up-to-date with all necessary information while also providing a platform for investigators

to utilise for investigation purposes. Also how CVM allows to improve evidence sharing

as well as report creation and confidence. Therefore, specifying a formal approach,
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Figure 3.13: Framework Representation Quick Overview

demonstrates the processes of registration, evidence storing, Gene updating, DNA cor-

ruption and investigation. Hence, to specify and understand the behaviour and operations

of the proposed framework, this thesis suggests a formal approach, Formal Notation

Statements (FNS), which notations and symbols are defined in Table 3.7, the actions of

FNS are defined in Table 3.8 and FNS’ operations Table 3.9. The FNS approach is based

on a general model consisting of a number of Actors. Its process definition, interactions,

processing and content are as follows and to put it into the perspective of computer

systems, each equivalent is demonstrated as well.

ACTOR (SENDER, RECEIVER, SERVERS, IoT) {

Definition: The DNA is defined as a set of Genes, and implemented as fields within the

notations and are demonstrated in Equations 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.

– Within a computer system this would be the device’s Specs.

Interactions: These include transactions and activities of FNS which can be demon-

strated by notations, see Table 3.7 and Table 3.8.

– Within a computer system this would be Network Interface Controller (NIC).

Processing: Operations that the actor can take, see Table 3.9.

– Within a computer system this would be the Central Processing Unit (CPU).

Content: This is the evidence linked to a device.

– – Within a computer system this would be the Hard disk.

}
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Table 3.7: Symbols for Formal Notation Statements (FNS)

Symbol Meaning
⊆ is partially or fully part of a set
∈ is an element from the set

| Such as, or used as a separation of
activated from interaction

:= Assign new values to elements of the set
= equals
̸= not equal
{•} Some elements or genes of a set or a DNA
↔ Bidirectional transaction between two actors
7→ Delayed transaction between two actors
→ Unidirectional transaction between two actors
; Sequentially or followed by
∥ Simultaneously
* Empty container, parameters await for filling
∅ No parameters needed, an empty
, Comma separation of the parameters

: performed by and actor, or performed by
an actor on an actor

∨ Some or all (Or)
⊕ Only one ( Xor)
∧ All (And)
j’ ̸= j Foreign (j) for the home, and j’ for host
B Boolean set {TRUE, FALSE}
F Fuzzy set
∩ ∪ Union and intersection of the set
∈ {1...M} Select any one from the set 1 to M
1 ≤ i ≤M Select all from 1 to M, for paging and broadcasting

+
Refer to the additional elements or new elements to be
added to a set (+E are the new evidence to be added to
the current evidence set.

– Write comments for the formal notation statements

Before following this general design of formal modeling, additional information need to be

established, which are that Sender and Receiver of actions also include five actors. These

are part of the multilayered framework and presented in Figure 3.4. Services/service

providers are demonstrated in Equation 3.5, the country server is shown in Equation 3.6,

the regional server is shown in Equation 3.7, the investigators is shown in Equation 3.8

and an IoT device is shown in Equation 3.9. To specify and demonstrate the framework’s

behaviour functions with FNS clearly, FNS 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 were developed.
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Table 3.8: Activities for Formal Notation Statements (FNS)

REG Register
SEND
SY NCr=5 Update with event
SY NCt=15 Update of the radius, here, 5km
REPLY Update of the time period, here, 15min
GET
CONFIRM
CHECK Check for registration
COPY Moves a DNA from one server to another
INFORM Server informs investigators on Dirty gene set to TRUE
FORWARD Pass the evidence between servers

Table 3.9: Formal notation statements (FNS) Operations

ADD Add the elements of the set

MIN Return the ID or a gene IP address of the smallest
attribute of an element of the set

APP Start an App on the IoT
REP Create a case report
FIND Find a server from DNA of the IoT device

S = {sp | sp ⊆ DNAsp
and 1 ≤ p ≤ P} (3.5)

FNS 3.5 represents, the set of all Internet servers (ISP), whose elements are subsets,

(⊆), of the full or partial DNA of the servers. There are P total severs that provide

services to various IoT devices across the internet. As elaborated before, the servers IP

(url address) is part of the genes. To clarify, the DNA and the content of the servers are

irrelevant in this research, but it has been defined for completeness.

C = {cj | cj ⊆ DNAcj
and 1 ≤ j ≤ N} (3.6)

FNS 3.6 represents, the set of all country servers, whose elements are subsets of the full

or partial DNA of the servers. There are N total severs that provide services that save

the DNA of the IoT devices temporarily. The notation cj ∈ {1, . . . , N} is a country server,

all cj′ ̸= j are foreign country servers and c1 ≤ j ≤ N refer to all the country servers.

R = {rjk | rjk ⊆ DNArjk
and 1 ≤ k ≤ Kj} (3.7)

FNS 3.7 represents, the set of all regional servers, whose elements are subsets of the
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full or partial DNA of the regional servers. There are Kj total regional servers connected

to the country server, cj , which permanently store DNA and evidence of IoT devices.

I = {Ijkq | Ijkq ⊆ DNAIjkq
, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kjand 1 ≤ q ≤ Qjk} (3.8)

FNS 3.8 represents, the set of all investigation points or terminals, whose elements are

subsets of the full or partial DNA. There are Kj total regional servers connected to the

country server, cj , and each regional server can locally connect to Qjk investigation

points. As shown in Figure 3.4, the investigation points can connect via the internet to

any regional server, and those to country servers, directly. For security purposes, their

connections to foreign servers are only done via the foreign country server.

D = {di | di ⊆ DNAdi
and 1 ≤ i ≤M}

Ei = {e1, e2, ..., eni}
(3.9)

FNS 3.9 represents, the set of all IoT devices, which elements are subsets of the full or

partial DNA. Such has a set of evidence Ei also called the payload which is carried in

the communication packet. The total number of evidence per IoT device di is ni. The

notation {•} ⊆ DNAi ∈ {1, . . . , M} represents a set of some genes from the DNA of a

device i.

Furthermore, there are three key behaviours between actors; sequential, simultaneous

and alternative activities. Actors are senders or receivers, which are specifically servers

and/or IoT devices.

Interaction

Interactions are one or more activities with or without parameters performed by actors

and passed on via communication channels. They are written as a series of FNS.

Pj ∈ {1, ..., N} = {pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ Pj} (3.10)

FNS 3.10 are N sets of parameters and each set has Pj numbers of parameters; for

instance, the parameters can be genes of a DNA. FNS of the first interaction behaviour

can be presented as shown in FNS 3.11, n sequential activities. These activities are

executed one at the time in the order of the notation from left to right.
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ACTIV ITY1(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; ACTIV ITYn(Pi=j∨i ̸=j) : Senderj → Receiverk

(3.11)

FNS 3.11 reads as one n = 1 or more sequential activities n > 1 with the same or

different parameters’ sets performed by the sender j on one k = 1 or many receivers

(1 ≤ k ≤ K), in an uni-directional manner.

FNS of the second interaction behaviour can be presented as shown in FNS 3.12, n

simultaneous activities. These activities are executed at the same time.

ACTIV ITY1(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}) ∥ ... ∥ ACTIV ITYn(Pi=j∨i̸=j) : Senderj → Receiverk

(3.12)

FNS 3.12 reads as one n = 1 or more simultaneous activities n > 1 with the same or

different parameters’ sets performed by the sender j on one k = 1 or many receivers

(1 ≤ k ≤ K), in an uni-directional manner.

FNS of the third interaction behaviour can be presented as shown in FNS 3.13, n

alternative activities. Here only one activities is selected for execution.

ACTIV ITY1(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N})⊕ ...⊕ACTIV ITYn(Pi=j∨i ̸=j) : Senderj → Receiverk

(3.13)

FNS 3.13 reads as choosing one n = 1 of available activities n > 1 with the same or

different parameters’ sets performed by the sender j on one k = 1 or many receivers

(1 ≤ k ≤ K), in an uni-directional manner.

– behaviour interactions with reply are as follows

ACTIV ITY1j(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; ACTIV ITYnj(Pi=j∨i ̸=j) |

ACTIV ITY1k(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; ACTIV ITYmk(Pi=j∨i̸=j) :

Senderj ↔ Receiverk

(3.14)

This reads as one (N = 1) or more sequential activities (N > 1) with the same or different

parameter sets, performed by the sender j on one (k = 1) or many receivers (1 ≤ k ≤ K).

This is bi-directional with one (m = 1) or more (m > 1) reply sequential activities.
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Delayed Interactions

ACTIV ITY1j(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; ACTIV ITYnj(Pi=j∨i ̸=j) |

ACTIV ITY1k(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; ACTIV ITYmk(Pi=j∨i ̸=j) :

Senderj 7→ Receiverk

(3.15)

– set of interactions is as follows

ACTIV ITY1k(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; ACTIV ITYmk(Pi=j∨i̸=j) : Senderj 7→ Receiverk

(3.16)

This reads as one (m = 1) or more sequential delayed reply activities (m > 1) with

the same or different parameter sets which returns information by the receiver k to the

original sender j.

Processing

FNS execute or performs actions of functions or operations within an actor (Sender or

receiver), i.e. an IoT device executes an APP to access services. A set of returned

values are defined from n operations, FNS 3.11 to FNS 3.13.

Xk = {xq | 1 ≤ q ≤ Qk} (3.17)

X1 := OPERATION1k(Pj ∈ {1, ..., N}); ...; Xn := OPERATIONn(Pi=j∨i ̸=j) : ACTOR

(3.18)

– operations return sets of arguments that are stored in the sets Xk, FNS 3.17

– this is an application of FNS for IoT based services and DNA

As elaborated on, operations take parameters and produce results. To understand these

operations further, there are 1 or more operations performed on the same or different

genes producing new outcomes of genes by the actor.

Registration

The registration process involves a new IoT device storing its DNA in the country or

regional server.
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REG(DNA) | CONFIRM(∗{flag} ⊆ B) : di∈{1,...,M} ↔ (cj∈{1,...,M}) ∨ rjk∈{1,...,kj})

(3.19)

– home or regional server registration on the country Server

– the following is a set of statements used in the procedure that can be re-used again

during the frameworks processes

Process Copy()

CAPACITY = {cap1, cap2, ..., capKj} (3.20)

GET (∗CAPACITY )|REPLY (CAPACITY ) : cj ↔ r1 ≤ k ≤ Kj (3.21)

– the country server pages all its regional servers for their capacities

Elaborating on this a little further, if Cj / Rjk do not have enough information the allocation

is done similarly to how mobile phones are recognised when travelling (without GPS).

This is due to every Server being allocated with IP (⊆ DNA). Paging is utilised, hence,

the controller will broadcast DNA to all regions to confirm if one will recognise such. If the

DNA is not recognised, it will be registered on a regional server with the most availability

of capacity left.

K := MIN(CAPACITY ) (3.22)

(COPY (DNA) : cj → rjk) ∥ (P = {{•} ⊆ DNA ∪+Ei}

SY NC(P ) ∥ SY NCr=5(P ) ∥ SY NCt=15(P ) : di → rjk)
(3.23)

– +Ei refers to the new evidence (content information) to be added to the server for this

DNA

Home Usage of the ISP

– IoT device requests to use a local ISP, Sp, p ∈ 1, . . . , P , however, the ISP first needs to

check if the IoT device is registered or not before granting services
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APP ({url} ⊆ DNAsdi∈{1,...,M} 7→ sp

{j, k} := FIND({•})
(3.24)

– user tries to access services in other/foreign country. From the genes accessible, server

recognises/finds the identification of the country or regional server (were initial device

registration was made)

CHECK({•} ⊆ DNA|CONFIRM(∗{flag} ⊆ B : sp ↔ (cj ∨ rjk) (3.25)

–flag is B True or False results

CONFIRM({flag} ⊆ B : sp 7→ di (3.26)

– flag is set to TRUE

USE(∅) : di → sp ∥ P = {•} ⊆ DNA ∪+Ei (3.27)

– +Ei refers to the new evidence (content information) to be added to the server for this

DNA

SY NC(P ) ∥ SY NCr=5(P ) ∥ SY NCt=15(P ) : di → (cj ∨ rjk) (3.28)

– The cj has registered the DNA but the rjk has not

– as indicated above, the following process was elaborated on before and is being reused

again as follows

Process Copy()

Foreign usage of the ISP

APP ({url} ⊆ DNAsdi∈{1,...,M} 7→ sp

{j′, k′} := FIND({•})
(3.29)

– User tries to access services in other/foreign country. From the genes accessible, server

recognise/find the identification of the country or regional server (initial registration)
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CHECK({•} ⊆ DNA|CONFIRM(∗{flag} ⊆ B : sp ↔ (cj′ ∨ rj′k′) (3.30)

CONFIRM({flag} ⊆ B : sp 7→ di (3.31)

– flag is set to TRUE

USE(∅) : di → sp ∥ P = {•} ⊆ DNA ∪+Ei (3.32)

– +Ei refers to the new evidence to be added to the server for this DNA

SY NC(P ) ∥ SY NCr=5(P ) ∥ SY NCt=15(P ) : di → (cj ∨ rjk) (3.33)

– cj has registered the DNA but not the rjk

Investigation based on the DY flag

– Country or regional server have been alarmed with a flagged DNA due to DY (dirty

gene)

– One of the Investigation point-terminals are informed of this change and only the

selected server (country or regional) send the requested information

– The evidence of the DNA in question is copied to the investigation point to be accessed

by Investigators

INFORM(DNA) : (cj∈{1,...,N} ⊕ rjk∈{1,...,Kj})→ Ijkq∈{1,...Qjk} (3.34)

– the following is a set of statements used in the procedure that can be re-used again

during the frameworks processes

DNA based Investigation Process

REQUEST (DNA)|GET (Ei : Ijkq 7→ (cj ∨ rjk) (3.35)

X = {CourtOrder1, ..., CourtOrderN} (3.36)

– necessary court order during an investigation process
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REQUEST (DNA, X)|GET (∗Ei′) : Ijkq 7→ Cj′ , 1 ≤ j′ ≤ N, j′ ̸= j (3.37)

– select all the country servers, j′, except the home server, j

REQUEST (DNA)|GET (∗Ei′) : cj′ ↔ rj′k′ ∈ {1, ...Kj′} (3.38)

FORWARD(DNA, Ei′) : cj′ 7→ Ijkq (3.39)

– The gathered local/national and foreign evidence are in the investigation point of the

assigned investigator. Forensic tools can be used.

– In cases of the court order not being accepted the investigation may be carried out

within the (foreign) country the evidence was requested from

P := DNA ∪ Ei′ (3.40)

REQUEST (P ) : Ij′k′q′ → (cj′ ∨ rj′k′) (3.41)

REP := {o1, o2, ..., oN} (3.42)

–reports created from evidence analysis

REQUEST (DNA, ∗REP )|GET (REP ) : Ijkq ↔ Ij′k′q′ (3.43)

– CVM is calculated on case reports which then can be shared with the country requesting

the evidence originally

Y = {X1, X2,...,XN
} (3.44)

– Evidence files

Decision ⊆ F := CV M(Y ) (3.45)

– CVM results (in regards to fuzzy rules/results) effect the decision of country sharing the

case report with other country

– as indicated above, the following process was elaborated on before and is being reused
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again as follows

Investigation based on a suspect

DNA based Investigation Process

Taking this formal modeling a step further and considering validation with B-Language,

as elaborated in a previous section, refining the whole process of the framework is

necessary to establish the contribution as well as efficiency for IoT forensics.

A key requirement to conduct IoT forensics is a criminal activity, hence, a major part of

the overall framework, therefore, the next model demonstrates a machine if the focus

is mainly on criminal activity, Figure 3.14. To elaborate on this model, the machine

considering a criminal activity environment requires three sets; HFS, Investigation and

Identification. The variables needed to recognise criminal activity as well as the process

of a crime itself. The four variables have different operation conditions which are defined

within the invariant.

Figure 3.14: Formal Model B-Language Crime Processes

HFS

The HFS (country and regional servers) stores all the data linked to IoT devices and is

needed to recognise criminal activities in the first place.
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Device Registration

As HFS is the basis and the device is registered, this step assigns a unique DNA to a

device.

Criminal Activity

This model shows that the process needs to determine if criminal activity is existing and

the Boolean results will establish further steps to be taken.

Sharing Permission

Depending on the criminal activity invariant outcome as well as depending on CVM the

sharing permission is established.

As this is only a small part, even though determining and crucial, further refinement is

necessary to proof operations by checking consistency and refinement, determining the

correct flow of case investigation within HFS. Its C++ implementation is demonstrated in

appendices B and E.

As Figure 3.15 shows the third machine, Investigation, considers the two previous B-

Language models, 3.2 and 3.14, and goes into more detail. HFS environment is implied

due to all the steps expecting the platform to be the bases and does not need specification

within the code repeatedly.

The four invariants define the variables tasks and link into the initialisation of the model.

Required for the overall model are one device, being registered and therefore, having

been assigned all genes, hence, the DNA. A pre-condition is the criminal activity which is

set to TRUE, hence, the operation is only set into action when criminal activity is present.

If activity is caught only then the whole investigation process of evidence is required.

Registered Device

This model requires the device to be registered to receive the DNA.

Criminal Activity

Criminal activity is set to TRUE implying that the model operates when such is in motion.

Investigators

As investigators are always part of investigation processes such are set to TRUE. Addi-

tionally, it shows being a set including information on CVM as well as court orders.
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Figure 3.15: Formal Model B-Language HFS Investigation Processes

Evidence Sharing

The invariant of evidence sharing is part of the model process to show the last step of an

investigation procedure.

The operation defines further that an investigation equals the precondition of a criminal

activity. If so, any devices registered are conditioned to start the process of investigation

by receiving a court order. In combination with the CVM a report is created. After a

successful report creation and High CVM the evidence and reports can be shared if such

is requested (appendix B).

The previous model demonstrated the initial procedure of investigations within HFS,

however, additional aspects which need consideration within the refinement are as

follows and present the final B-Language model, Figure 3.16:

• Not all devices are registered

• Not every device is used for criminal activity
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• Evidence is not always shared (CVM)

• Consideration of refused court order.

Figure 3.16: Formal Model B-Language Refined HFS Investigation Processes

As this model is a refinement from model 3.15, the variables were used again. The

major parts of the refinement have been within the abilities of the invariant and the

operations themselves. This model demonstrates that the precondition set to FALSE

enables HFS to follow the retention period of deletion if the content is not suspicious.

However, if such is set to TRUE a variety of operations take place. Considering the
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device itself, it is necessary to demonstrate that if a device has been registered and a

court order approved, the investigation process can smoothly continue resulting in a

case report. In some cases court orders will be denied, therefore, the process ends after

that step. In cases where devices have not been registered but received a visiting DNA

and been flagged due to suspicious content and therefore monitored, an investigation

could be conducted if the device is registered at a later stage. However, if a device is not

officially registered the investigation process will end at that stage. If the investigation was

approved by a court order and conducted a report, such can be shared by calculating the

sensitivity of data. Such results can be High leading to evidence sharing, Low denying of

evidence sharing and Medium evidence may be shared or not shared depending on the

evidence owner’s final decision. This shows that multiple conditions are to be inspected

to receive results and are demonstrated in Figure 3.17 and appendices B to F.

Figure 3.17: Formal Model B-Language Refined HFS Investigation Processes Conditions

Demonstration of HFS framework with help of a formal model showed the ability it provides

in a variety of cases and how such will be dealt with. This shows the efficiency of the

framework and its flow when implemented and utilised. Additionally, Figure 3.18 is the

representation of the overall framework’s processes showing each communication and

flow visually establishing all relationships within the framework. Such demonstrates the

multilayered processes and how each aspect affects another considering all contributed

factors demonstrated in this chapter.
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Figure 3.18: Block Diagram of the IoT Forensic Framework - DNA, HFS, CVM

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter introduced, proposed and elaborated on the IoT forensic framework of

this PhD thesis. By introducing the DNA of IoT devices as an unique identification

method it provided a new area of research to improve IoT forensics and therefore police
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investigation processes. Additionally, the mutilayered HFS is not only a platform to create,

store and manage IoT devices’ DNA but also to provide investigators an area where

they can access a device’s content if such device is physically not accessible. Novel

investigation routines demonstrated its efficiency when used alongside HFS. Additionally,

CVM were proposed in this chapter to ensure the whole investigation process to be

more efficient and trustworthy. FNS contributed in demonstrating that formal modeling

is highly beneficial when presenting a process of a novel framework showing the clear

structure and aims of procedures. Presenting these individual aspects of the framework

allow to meet the objectives of this PhD as elaborated in Section 1.1.4 and therefore

demonstrating its contribution to current research:

• Development of the DNA

• Development of HFS and investigation routines

• Development of CVM formulae.

Bringing these three individual contribution pillars together, allow to show the efficiency

of the overall framework. Formal modelling, fuzzy logic and B-Language (C++) verified

and showed efficient implementation of the proposed IoT forensic framework. This

chapter established a variety of things. Research by Zawoad and Hasan (2015) is

architectural the most similar in regards to this thesis’ proposed framework, as elaborated

in Section 2. The limitations of their architectural framework established the necessity of

key functions of HFS and demonstrated that device identification, layered server systems

and reliability in procedure aspects are crucial to be included into such architectural

developments. Limitations in regards to unique device identification and evidence sharing

were considered even less in current research. Therefore, this thesis allows to combine

these different areas proposing an efficient framework which improves IoT forensics

greatly. Furthermore, it was established that the overall framework and its processes

communicate well with each other, providing results beneficial for the future of IoT

forensics as well as being instrumental within the further development of this research

area.

Hence, the research questions are imminent to be answered which chapter 5 will demon-

strate. However, before this, the PhD’s framework needs to be implemented within case

studies to show its importance and significance as Chapter 4 will elaborate.
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DNA, HFS and CVM Case Studies

As the previous chapter demonstrated, the proposed IoT Forensic Framework based

on DNA, HFS and CVM is a great addition to current research within this area. The

framework combines the areas of unique identification, server investigation platforms

as well as data sharing processes and evaluations, by providing the common ground

of forensics for all these contribution aspects. Therefore, all this areas were combined

and models for improvement were demonstrated, validated and implemented. Taking

this a step further, this chapter will focus on presenting different case studies during

an investigation, starting of with possible scenarios of DNA implementation, followed

by elaborating hypothetical cases of human trafficking and cyberstalking and lastly

demonstrating CVM within an investigation.

4.1 DNA Case Study

The following cases were also implemented in C++, refer to appendices C to F. The

following scenarios demonstrate how the DNA interacts within the HFS environment and

are an abstraction of FNS equations, presented in the previous chapter.

Scenario Overview

The scenarios used for the DNA case studies use Sequence Diagrams to visualise

the processes. Generally, sequence diagrams demonstrate specific behaviours within

systems, describing the relationship and behaviour of such, starting from the left, con-

centrating on the way information is passed on.

Each test scenario is constructed of an IoT device and two servers (HFS) which are

connected demonstrating the HFS. The test scenarios chosen are the most commom
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real life scenarios when utilising the IoT with the proposed framework of this thesis. To

provide an equal test basis, the basis for each scenario is that one HFS is located in

Berlin and one is located in Lyon while an IoT device is being utilised. All scenarios

require the DNA of a devices as well as the connection to the HFS.

After a device has been authenticated, HFS verifies if it has been registered, if it has

not it needs to be registered or adopted by HFS. The next step is to verify the device

being authorised. If it has been, then the device is able to access all requested services,

otherwise the device is denied access.

Structure of these presented scenarios will be:

1. Brief Introduction of Scenario

2. Description of the testing process within the simulation.

4.1.1 Scenario 1

Introduction

In this first scenario, individuals using an IoT device register such in Berlin and travel to

Lyon trying to access services with their IoT device in the new location. Lyon’s server

identifies that a device is being registered with Berlin’s server and allows the device to

access all requested services. This scenario follow the following FNS equations 3.19,

3.24 to 3.28 and 3.29 to 3.33.

Description

As demonstrated in 4.1, the IoT device’s DNA will connect and be registered on server A,

hence Berlin. Simulating the devices traveling, it disconnects from Berlin and connects to

server B, hence Lyon. To do so, the registration status of the device will be checked by

Lyon . Lyon will then consult with Berlin to verify such. If the registration confirmation

from Berlin has been received, Lyon is able to accept the device to access services over

ISP as required, see appendix C.
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Figure 4.1: Sequence Diagram of Scenario 1

4.1.2 Scenario 2

Introduction

The difference of the second scenario compared to Scenario 1, is that the device has

not been registered. Hence, Lyon will not grant access to all services and requests the

device to register instead. This scenario follow the following FNS equations 3.20 to 3.23

and 3.29 to 3.33.

Description

As demonstrated in Figure 4.2 the second scenario is the same as the previous one,

except that the device does not register in Berlin. When Lyon inquires Berlin about

the device’s registration status it receives the non registered message. Berlin suggests
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official registration to the device, as well as the adoption of it. However, if the device

refuses these options, they are not able to access all services they may want to request

over ISP, see appendix D.

Figure 4.2: Sequence Diagram of Scenario 2
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4.1.3 Scenario 3

Introduction

The third scenario has the same premise as Scenario 1. However, after being granted

access to the services the device is used for criminal activities. HFS is able to recognise

the criminal activities therefore, Berlin’s and Lyon’s servers’ update information to each

other. These can be used in case investigations and as evidence in the court of law. This

scenario follows the following FNS equations 3.19, 3.24 to 3.28 and 3.29 to 3.45.

Description

As indicated in Figure 4.3, this scenario follows the same steps as Scenario 1. After

some usage Lyon recognises the device as suspicious and changes its DNA by utilising

DY and setting it to TRUE while also setting SP to a longer retention time period. These

updates are also forwarded to Berlin and the evidence can be linked to both servers.

Therefore, if investigations are called into action this data can be used as evidence and

be analysed by investigators at the appropriate time, see appendix E.

4.1.4 Scenario 4

Introduction

The fourth scenario has the same premise as Scenario 3. However, the IoT device has

not been registered in Berlin. This scenario follows the following FNS equations 3.20 to

3.23, 3.29 to 3.33 and 3.34 to 3.45.

Description

As indicated in Figure 4.4, this scenario follows the same initial steps as scenario 2.

Therefore, when Lyon inquires Berlin about the IoT device’s registration status it receives

the non registered message. Berlin suggests registration to the devicve as well as the

adoption (AD) onto the server. However, if the device refuses these options it is not

able to access all ISP services they may want to request. In this case, the device is

being adopted by Lyon. After some usage Lyon recognises the device as suspicious

and changes the device’s adopted DNA by utilising DY and setting it to TRUE while also

setting SP to a longer retention time period. If investigations are called into action this

can be used as evidence and be analysed by investigators. Due to the device being

adopted, if the such decides to register the device at a later stage a direct link can be
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Figure 4.3: Sequence Diagram of Scenario 3

made which can improve an investigation process, see appendix F.
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Figure 4.4: Sequence Diagram of Scenario 4

4.2 HFS and Investigation Routines as Study

Having validated the efficiency and contribution of the DNA in a variety of scenarios

which also considered the HFS it would be valuable to consider more elaborate real-
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Figure 4.5: HFS Location Map of Suspect A’s smartphone (Lockito App used as a
simulator for this hypothetical Scenario and none of these locations have been involved
in any human trafficking activities known to the authors)

life case scenarios. Therefore, the following case studies consider the storage as

well as performance (latency) impact evidence may have on the HFS environment

and elaborate on its investigation routines by demonstrating their efficiency. Hence,

this section demonstrates how HFS and its investigation routines work and can be

implemented within hypothetical real life environments such as cases of human trafficking

and cyberstalking.

The scenarios are structured as followed:

• Introduction

• Description

• Performance Evaluation

• Conclusion and Requirement.

4.2.1 Case Scenario - Human Trafficking

The first case presents HFS within a hypothetical scenario evolving around forced labour

in the UK and was part of a publication by this thesis author (Scheidt et al., 2021).

Investigative information and evidence collected during the human trafficking case are as

follows:

• Physical devices are not accessible

• Names of suspects and victims can be linked together

• Locations.
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Description

A witness statement as well as evidence retrieved through traditional digital forensics

and tools available to the investigators, were gathered from Suspects A computer and

smart phone. However, the witness in question is also suspected to be involved in

the investigated forced labour ring. Therefore, it is crucial to gather more investigative

information and evidence. Suspect A often carries an additional smartphone B with

them which was made known to the investigators, however, as of date smartphone B

cannot be physically accessed and found. Consequently, a court order for investigation

was requested and successfully approved. Hence, it allows investigators to look for the

suspect’s devices on the country’s and/or regional servers. This allows them to link

conversations back to other people as well as identify specific individuals, be it, victims

or suspects related to the case. This case scenario meets the condition of the additional

smartphone B, belonging to suspect A, being registered on regional server A within the

UK.

Using HFS as their investigative platform, the investigators were able to find information

about a route often taken by suspect A, which is shown in the google map image, Figure

4.5. After some research it could be concluded that location point A and D are identical,

which is a hotel suspect A regularly occupies when in London. Another individual

suspected to have links to human trafficking often uses the Bed and Breakfast, Location

point B, during their stays in the city. After further investigation it could be concluded

that location point C is a rented two bedroom flat, which after additional inquiry, was

determined to have regularly changing renters, according to the neighbours’ witness

reports. Moreover, another human trafficking suspect, residing oversees, could be linked

to suspect A after more information was recovered. The authorities overseas were

contacted by local/region A investigators to inform them of the findings in the current UK

case as well as allow the opportunity for a cross-border investigation utilising HFS.

Performance Results in regards to the case

As demonstrated in this scenario, HFS is able to improve IoT forensics enormously by

getting access to devices not physically accessible. Moreover, it eases the reconstruction

of events by not only providing the radius but also the time frame of places the devices

were locationed at. As demonstrated, this support a case investigation greatly due to

additional evidence on victims and suspects as well as re-establishing specific events.

Testing the accuracy of HFS specifically in terms of location between radius and time

frame will also demonstrate the additional benefits HFS presents in comparison to the
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variety of previous forensic tools. These calculations were conducted by utilising a

location mock simulator (Lockito) as the device and specifying a route. Considering mock

simulators, Lockito is freely available and offers beneficial features such as planning a

specific route to be followed, simulating a global static route and control speed, altitude

and the accuracy of GPS signals. Nevertheless, this is only designed for android OS,

however, as the researcher is more trained within such OS. Free alternatives for other OS

are available if future research requires such further. For these scenarios which utilise

the simulator, the approximate distance chosen was 880 meter in a time frame of 10

minutes. The same testing perimeters were repeated a number of times with settings

changed in regards of their precision, their radius and the time, effecting the number of

locations saved. This demonstrated the most efficient way of storing and saving this data

in terms of evidence, investigations as well as HFS considerations and possible storage

limitations.

Figure 4.6 demonstrates the impact of the time frame (in minutes) towards the amount

of locations HFS saves. Demonstrating that the bigger the time frame, the lower the

number of saved locations. Hence, the accuracy of the map provided by HFS may be

lower than expected and/or wanted.

Figure 4.6: Time frame Location Impact

Furthermore, Figure 4.7 shows the impact of the radius (which is in meter, 5m to 100m)

towards the amount of locations saved on HFS. The orange graph demonstrates that

similarly to Figure 4.6, this case also indicates that if the radius increases the amount

of saved locations decreases. Nevertheless, the yellow graph proves that it is possible

to improve the saved locations slightly but only if more locations are saved during a
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particular radius. However, the more the radius increases the more similar the results

get. Therefore, it can be concluded that the radius has an insignificant impact on saved

locations but still provides reliable results.

Figure 4.7: Radius Location Impact

Conclusion and Requirements

Henceforth, the results demonstrate that HFS and its country as well as regional servers,

provide a reliable list of locations to create a sequence of events which is being impacted

by the parameters time and radius. If the physical device is available for investigation

purposes the tools currently available still can be used, however, require country and/or

regional servers to retrieve evidence if devices cannot be physically examined. HFS is

able to access such devices and investigate them remotely. Moreover, the framework of

HFS is not constrained by the type of device or its OS. Accessing the list of locations in

the history of a device is also possible through HFS’s country and/or regional servers.

Currently, such is only accessible with a combination of tools as well as contacting the

service providers of the user. These presented aspects are also highly beneficial when

cases, such as human trafficking, are on an international level. Investigation collaboration

are being made more accessible and the sharing of an investigation and multilayered

platform allows more transparency if necessary.

4.2.2 Case Scenario - Cyberstalking

The second case presents an investigation of a hypothetical cyberstalking case in the

UK. Investigative information and evidence collected during the cyberstalking case are
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as follows:

• Physical devices are not accessible

• Names of suspects and victims can be linked together

• locations.

Description

Individual A receives messages from a variety of social media accounts as well as phone

numbers and email addresses containing inappropriate components such as pictures of

A with or without other people in a number of locations, ’doxxing’ A on public social media

sites and additional threats to release more personal information. Figure 4.8, elaborates

the exact timeline of events established by investigators after A’s statement.

After three years of being stalked, A puts this case forward to the police as well as the

suspicion that the Cyberstalker may be an Ex-partner, suspect B, of theirs due to the type

of information and content emerging from the variety of communication sites. A provided

their devices to investigators which were able to gain enough valuable investigative

information to create a suspects behavioural profile which shows the growing aggression

in messages and possibility of escalation in behaviour. This allowed a court order to

be approved to further investigate B. Investigators decided on the Linear Investigation

Routine by accessing the information on the Home Server, directly accessing the five

devices known to be linked to B via its unique DNA, due to not being able to get access

to their physical devices. The assigned investigators are able to retrieve the content of

B’s devices, including images and videos of A as well as account information of some

of which were created to cyberstalk A plus the installation and usage of apps such as

SpoofCard. To expand the investigative information to build the case, the investigators

also access the Roaming Entry which is able to put the device’s location close to A’s

whereabouts on multiple occasions due to the consistent update of locations, specifically

the Gene TR. Due to the data retention period decided by the government of, in this case,

one year only investigative information linking B to the Cyberstalking of A are retrievable

remotely on the regional server. However, these are being analysed and presented in an

investigation report, forwarded to police and of high evidential value to present in court,

therefore, a chief officer applied for a stalking protection order in the name of A. Such

was granted and due to the severity of the Cyberstalking towards A the duration of this

order is until further order is or is not being put into place, furthermore, B was convicted.

Additionally, B’s device usage is going to be monitored more precisely, the Genes SP and
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Figure 4.8: Timeline of Cyberstalking Case

DY are going to be made use of, hence, the regional (or country) server will not delete

information after the retention period and police will be informed if suspicious content is

being created on the registered devices.
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Performance Results in regards to the case

The case study showed that being able to utilise the HFS environment, expanding the

DNA of devices to uniquely identify such, improve forensic investigation processes as

well as implementing novel investigation routines for IoT forensics allow support and

improvement of current tools, techniques and cybercrime investigations. Considering

the amount of data needed as well as saved on country and regional servers, data

management has to be considered to prevent data overload. Therefore, servers in each

country will have a data retention period which was tested specifically in terms of saved

locations due to these taking the most amount of storage space. The decisions to be

made in terms of data retention was elaborated on in Section 3.1. If TR is being set to a

small setting, i.e. every 10m locations are saved, therefore, the storage would be filled in

more rapid time. However, less storage would be used if the radius is set to a higher limit

such as 100m. Figure 4.9 demonstrates how the storage would be filled.

Figure 4.9: Impact of TR on HFS Storage

Moreover, suggesting that the maximum storage size is 50MB, the different TR would fill

in different TF, however, if 50MB is reached, old data is being overwritten. As elaborated

in the previous chapter each Gene is allocated 64bytes, which includes TR and TF and

is of dynamic kind. This consequently, would slow down due to the server being worked

on a full storage capacity most of the time. Therefore, utilising this case study, this

research considered data management and its retention period more precisely. Moreover,

it was considered how multiple devices and its effect on the storage capacity should be

considered and the storage results are presented in Figure 4.10. TR of all devices are

saved on random TF and as the retention period is decided on one year the storage is
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more balanced and therefore does not slow down the usage of HFS’ servers. To be more

precise, if information, such as images, have been saved on a regional server in January

2017 such will automatically be deleted in January 2018. However, if a device has been

flagged as suspicious or if a suspect is covertly observed by the police such period can

be extended by police request and court order, as elaborated in previous Chapters as

well as this case study.

Figure 4.10: Impact of random TR on HFS Storage of 5 Devices and Retention Period

Conclusion and Requirements

After all, it can be concluded that HFS provides a reliable environment considering the

issue of storage, the related retention period and suspicious content. HFS’s servers

allow to decide on a specified retention period which, however, can be adapted if needed

and therefore, be of high value during investigation processes and supporting successful

case examination as demonstrated within this case scenario.

4.3 CVM Case Study

Demonstrating cases on the DNA process and well as investigation procedures within

the HFS environment consequently leads to the consideration of the trust and confidence

which can be put on the aspects on an investigation. Therefore, this section elaborates

on a case study with the focus being primarily on CVM, models presented as shown in

Section 3.3 and the use of fuzzy logic. Assuming devices worldwide are registered on

HFS such as in Figure 3.4, a user’s, in this case example a suspect’s, device information

will be sent to their home regional server, i.e. Berlin, Germany from the visiting regional

server. Hence, if the suspects visits another Country like Lyon, France, the information

will be updated and sent to Berlin. Therefore, if said suspect commits a crime, i.e. money
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laundering, and Berlin authorities are able to investigate the evidence from their regional

server but are encouraged to request additional information on people the suspect has

been in contact with during their time in Lyon which could extend the investigation to an

international level. This is part of a thorough investigation to portray the chain of events

as well as to make sure to investigate other possible connections. Once Berlin requested

the evidence from Lyon by providing a court order, the process to decide to share or not

to share the forensic report and evidence begins by evaluating the CVM of the evidence

report and the data sensitivity as elaborated in the previous section (Equations 3.1 - 3.4).

Description

As forensic evidence is of sensitive nature and no access to current investigation cases

was provided, the numbers presented in Table 4.2 are assumed to demonstrate how

CVM calculations can be utilised efficiently. This case scenario suggests that the level

of expertise of all the investigators and expert witnesses involved is high, LW = LI = 1,

giving CW = CI = 1, as this is concluded from Equation 3.2. The sensitivity, Sij , is also

equally applied to all investigators and expert witnesses, Sij = Sj . Therefore, considering

Table 4.1, it can be said that m equals 3 and n equals 2. As elaborated previously, due to

expert witnesses often being the investigator themselves, this case ignores the additional

implementation of expert witnesses. Furthermore, evidence results E1 and E2 belong

Investigator 1 from Berlin, Germany, whereas, results of evidence E3, were found by

Investigator 2 in Lyon, France. To elaborate, E1 has only been retrieved partially, E2

has not been produced at all, however, E3 has been retrieved fully at the sensitivity

value of S = 1. Consequently, this means the evidence files can be fully shared by all

investigators from the countries A and B.

Table 4.1: Investigators’ Choices on the Data Security Features

Features Investigator 1 Investigator 2 Probability of each feature
Confidentiality ✔ ✔ P1 = 2

2 =1
Integrity ✖ ✔ P2 = 1

2 =0.5
Availability ✖ ✖ P3 = 0

2 =0
Privacy ✔ ✖ P4 = 1

2 =0.5
Possession ✖ ✖ P5 = 0

2 =0
S = 2

5 = 0.4 (see Equation 3.4)

Table 4.2 shows the differences of data sensitivity, S, where S remains in the interval

[0,1]. This defines the degree level of evidence sharing, as shown in Equation 3.4

and also demonstrated in Table 4.2, Column 2 of Investigator 1 and 2. Additionally,

Table 4.2 shows the difference of considering data sensitivity, S = 1, compared to the
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original outcome, S. This part of the calculations effects the results of a report as well

as an investigation and therefore needs to be examined. Hence, two investigators from

Berlin, Germany and Lyon, France respectively have worked on this money laundering

case and the evidence found connects a suspect to such. As shown in Table 4.2, the

CVM results of the investigators’ ability range within the higher threshold, as mentioned

above. Additionally, Table 4.2 shows the CVM of evidence retrieval and extraction as

well as the investigators ability of this investigation regarding money laundering and the

suspect. Consequently, CVM is effected by the sensitivity and ownership of the evidence.

Additionally considering the sensitivity, S, of the evidence, such also effects the outcome

of the report.

Table 4.2: Representation of Calculation of Investigators Confidence and Evidence Value

2*Evidence Investigator1 Investigator2
Ei

dij ∗ (S = 1) dij ∗ S dij ∗ (S = 1) dij ∗ S
E1 0.5×1 0.5×1 0.5×1 0.5×0.5
E2 0×1 0×1 0×1 0×1
E3 1×1 0.5×1 1×1 1×1
CE 0.5 0.33 0.5 0.41
CO = CE = 0.5 (S=1), CO = CE = 0.37 (S̸=1)

After evidence analysis and the creation of the case report, the investigators are required

to calculate the data sensitivity by selecting security features such as confidentiality,

integrity, availability, privacy, and possession to decide if the evidence they analysed can

be shared with Berlin. As Table 4.1 demonstrates the data sensitivity of this case is low

and therefore, the evidence can be shared with Berlin which allows further investigation on

their side. Moreover, according to Table 3.4 which was presented in the previous chapter,

the third report outcome, CO, can be applied to this current case example. Following

this procedure allows a higher trust, confidence and accuracy during an investigation

process. The country which shares the evidence reports, is ensuring to protect the cases

(evidence) privacy as well as case sensitivity. The countries receiving forensic reports

can be ensured that the process has been done in a trustworthy and thorough manner

presenting a valuable chain of custody.

Finally, if the previous steps of calculations and investigation are followed and the

investigation report is to be exchanged, there is the question of validating the received

report. In this case, it is proposed to utilise a Training Model beforehand to examine the

investigator’s ability who are being employed for future investigations. It can be used
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for different purposes but in this instance, will show the employability of the individuals

in regards to IoT forensics and will support the selection process in deciding on the

most skilful examiners as demonstrated in Table 4.3 which weighs the expertises of

investigators on different levels.

Table 4.3: Weighting investigators’ expertises for employability

Evidence Investigator1 . . . Investigatorm Evidence
Image Ei Confidence Cfi

f1 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 . . . 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 Cf1 =
∑m

i=1
(Li1)

m

f2 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 . . . 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 Cf2 =
∑m

i=1
(Li2)

m

f3 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 . . . 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 Cf3 =
∑m

i=1
(Li3)

m

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

fn 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 . . . 0 ∨ 0.5 ∨ 1 Cfn
=

∑m

i=1
(Lin)

m

Investigator CfI1 =
∑n

1
(di)

n . . . CfIn
=

∑n

1
(di)

n
Confidence CfIi

Discussion

Demonstrating the implementation of CVM within a forensic investigation process showed

that it is a very valuable addition to a chain of custody and IoT forensics in general. Case

results imply that the proposed models and their outcomes provide pivotal answers which

evaluate the confidence of evidence analysis, investigators expertise and report creation.

Considering results from multiple perspectives, such as incorporating data sensitivity,

showed that additional aspects will effect an investigation enormously and influence the

outcomes which is crucial in a court of law and can present dissident aspects during

legal processes. Therefore, the provided models not only categorise the investigation

procedures efficiently but also demonstrate that the different features are effecting their

results. Hence, it is of high importance to implement CVM into forensic investigation

processes to ensure a reliable and improved method of evaluating the confidence in the

procedure.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented different case studies to show the implementablity of the proposed

framework, its DNA, HFS, and CVM. Establishing and elaborating on the variety of case
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studies created consideration for the different obstacles IoT forensic investigation can

present. Going through all these aspects also demonstrated the improvement of IoT

forensic overall if such is utilised within real-life cases. Elaborating on the cases show

that the framework is applicable to a variety of investigation cases and achieves this

thesis’ aim to improve investigation issues caused by IoT devices. This also verifies the

contribution this PhD aims to present as elaborated in Section 1.1.7. It was established

that different scenarios will effect the progress of a case in different manners. The

performance of IoT forensic is not only linked to the proposed formulae which provide

efficiency, however evidence storage and the servers capacity are also impacted, which

was found to be improved with the dynamic allocation of Genes as well as the inclusion

of retention periods. This chapter highlighted the significance of this PhD’s framework

to IoT forensics and showed to contribute by providing a unique identification method,

DNA, which considers a variety of information to be useful for such. At the same time this

method allows for adaption due to having considered that technology and IoT forensic

will keep advancing. Furthermore, HFS is a multilayered platform not only allowing DNA

to be created and stored but also, storing evidence as well as providing the environment

for investigators, especially for international cases, to increase efficiency and evidence

access, as demonstrated in the case studies. Such also considers the contribution of

CVM allowing to categorise the skills, evidence retrieval and court report on different

levels to ensure a higher evidential valuable procedure of evidence sharing as well as

case investigation. The following and final Chapter, will demonstrate to have answered

the research questions, provide a conclusion and summary of this thesis as well as its

limitations and ideas for the future route this PhD can expand into.
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Discussion of Research

Questions and Conclusion

5.1 Hypothesis and Research Questions

As this thesis demonstrated there is an enormous need to improve IoT forensics on

different aspects of its essence. Proposing an IoT Forensic Framework based on DNA,

HFS and CVM demonstrated that IoT forensic can be greatly and efficiently improved.

Therefore, having evaluated the research process of this thesis it is crucial to bring

the process back to the beginning before providing a final conclusion and suggestions

for future developments within this research area. Hence, a short elaboration on the

hypothesis and if it has been met as well as referring back to the research questions and

if they have been adequately answered within this piece of work.

Main Research Question What is an efficient way to identify IoT devices to improve

issues in investigation processes within the IoT environment and how can a server

be used to manage and utilise the retrieval of evidence, investigation of devices and

calculation of confidence regarding investigation processes?

The main research question covers the overall proposed novel framework of this thesis

and has been explored and answered in Chapters 3 and 4. It has been clearly demon-

strated that the design of the DNA of an IoT device is a highly efficient way to identify IoT

devices which results in improved processes in forensic investigation procedures. This

is additionally improved by the design of HFS, a server which is able to manage device
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identification as well as utilise such to retrieve evidence and investigate devices and its

content if not physically accessible. Furthermore, to ensure the viability of the variety of

aspects during IoT device forensic investigation, it was demonstrated that it is crucial to

define the procedure areas and its CVM.

Research Question 1 How will Universal Identification Numbers/DNA help identify

suspects within the IoT in the context of Forensics?

The first research question is introduced and dealt with in 3.1 and 4.1, establishing a

method to uniquely identify IoT devices which is the DNA of such. The DNA consists of

Genes which contain information crucial for forensic investigation cases. It was estab-

lished that twenty Genes are important necessary to uniquely identify a device. However,

these are adaptable to keep up with the development of the IoT and technology. To

improve the flow of these Genes, categories were developed to increase the performance

of HFS where the DNA is stored, this helps due to the unique Genes which the DNA

contains. Considerations to that extent have not been made to date but will benefit due

to having a coherent overview of devices and its information. Such are more specific

than the current formats and possibly be able to add to other research areas such as

profiling/psychology in the future.

Research Question 2 How is the novel way of DNA for devices and the HFS beneficial

in forensic investigations?

As slightly touched upon when discussing research question 1, the DNA can be linked

to individuals providing important information for forensic investigation. This research

question is mainly dealt with in 3.2 and 4.2 and this novel aspect of the framework

of the DNA is especially beneficial in combination with the HFS. The HFS provides

advantageous such as:

• creation, managing and storing of DNA

• multilayered sever platform for investigators

• novel investigation routines

• managed by authorised personnel (government and service providers), however,

only accessible/readable via court order and one time access code for limited times.
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This advances IoT forensics enormously due to not only considering a multilayered plat-

form and providing efficient novel investigation routines, such aspects can also benefit

the investigation of IoT devices and decrease the limitation of OS analysis or access

issues which may affect evidence retrieval.

Research Question 3 How will this affect forensic data to be securely shared among

countries?

This research question is mainly dealt with in Section 3.3. Making evidence sharing more

secure a variety of areas had to be considered, therefore, the confidence of investigation

processes to retrieve and present evidence was introduced in combination with HFS

operations and showed that even with jurisdictional concerns evidence sharing can be

done successfully to ensure a valuable chain of custody. Investigators, collected evidence

as well as case reports will be taken even more into consideration than in the current state

of investigation processes, which demonstrates that secure evidence sharing influences

a wide variety of aspects.

As demonstrated the aim of this PhD thesis has been met by following its objectives and

answering the presented research questions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

hypothesis ’The new IoT forensic framework can improve investigation processes for the

expanding world of IoT devices which are utilised for crime activities and increase cyber-

enabled crime’ is supported through having been tested and validated and, therefore, is

of significance.

5.2 Conclusion and Summary of key findings

As cyber-enabled crime is increasing and cybercrime being the second most reported

crime activity, methods to investigate such are in demand. Additionally, the IoT environ-

ment is constantly increasing and developing and the amount of connected IoT devices

is to be estimated at over 25 million by 2030. Considering the fast-moving nature of

these developments, IoT forensics struggles to effectively keep up with this evolution.

This thesis elaborated the IoT, its devices and forensic investigation methods currently

available while establishing gaps in research regarding such. Consequently, an IoT

forensic framework based on DNA, HFS and CVM was introduced, validated as well

as discussed. The determined gaps found in other research were elaborated on and
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resolved by this thesis framework of IoT forensic. DNA of IoT devices, specifically for

smartphones, tablets and laptops, was developed which consists of 20 genes and as

the thesis demonstrated, can be used to manage the growing amount of devices and

uniquely identifies such in terms of improving IoT forensics. Additionally, the DNA is

designed to be adaptable to ensure it will always be able to keep up with the development

of the IoT and its technologies. Using models such as set theory and B-Language (C++),

it was demonstrated how efficient a DNA process is and also showed the communication

and relationships within the DNA creation. Another contribution addresses the current

research gap of a dynamic and adaptable platform. HFS offers to be such and considers

national and international multilevel investigations, jurisdictional limitations in terms of

the access of evidence as well as efficient investigation routines (linear and pyramid)

considering the new HFS environment. This thesis demonstrated that with the multilay-

ered system framework and the communication between IoT devices as well as service

providers, IoT forensic can be greatly improved and supported while meeting the aim

to deal with the gaps in literature. It also considered the limitation of storage which was

addressed by providing dynamic and adaptable Genes, allowing the HFS to allocate

storage space as needed while also controlling unnecessary saving by considering the

method of time based operating modes to ensure updates do not overwhelm the servers.

Additionally, the data retention period as well as genes such as P allow data deletion to

be in an earlier manner if no suspicious activities were found. The third main contribution

of this PhD’s framework was CVM, such to ensure investigation processes being of

high evidential value, which include evidence files, investigators and case reports. CVM

demonstrated that report conduction, presentation and evidence sharing can be improved

as well as validated not only within departments but also on international basis and cases.

FNS, fuzzy logic, and B-Language (C++) demonstrated the efficient and verified system

of this framework. All steps were considered and evaluated to be shown to be crucial

for IoT forensics and work methodical together within the whole framework. Therefore,

it can be concluded that current IoT forensic can be greatly improved by implementing

the presented framework due to having identified crucial gaps and provided solutions for

such and having demonstrated that IoT forensics benefits from such. This IoT Forensic

Framework based on DNA, HFS and CVM increases the efficiency of investigations in

terms of more confident and trusted processes, better device and evidence management

as well as providing more improvement for international cases and the challenges such

collaborations normally incorporate.
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5.2.1 Impact to Policy and Practice

Throughout this project, the proposed framework’s importance to future research and

practice within the area of IoT Forensics was made evident. Previous research highlighted

that more precise methods for device management, identification, investigation and

confidence within forensic processes is necessary, with the continuous development

of technology and the increase of criminal activities making use of such. Highlighting

these factors assisted the recognition of pivotal considerations in regards to future

implementation of this thesis framework. This thesis showed that IoT forensics would be

impacted positively if the methods proposed are applied, as this IoT forensic framework

based on DNA, HFS and CVM is establishing crucial areas overlooked in majority of

research and current IoT investigations.

5.3 Limitations of this research

As with the majority of research projects, there have been limitations to this thesis’

research which also lead into the future work of this PhD:

• There is a high importance to consider the cybersecurity of the framework more

in depth and approach the area of how easy it would be to hack into HFS and

manipulate information, specifically of the DNA as well as CVM. Nevertheless, such

is an extensive project idea which needs additional research time assigned to.

• From the beginning the coding proficiency was limited which required a lot of

additional learning support effecting the research time

• Additionally, 2
3 of the PhD journey was during the Covid-19 pandemic which affected

a variety of areas and added to a challenging research phase.

5.3.1 Future work

Even though a lot of work was put into this thesis’ design and proposed framework,

limitations have been established which recognised more ideas to improve this piece of

research further as well as expand into other areas.

In terms of HFS’ architecture, there are a few things which could be further improved or

added to ensure a smoother and even more efficient flow of processes:

1. Designing the App which connects device to HFS to be even more functioning

is appropriate. Due to coding limitations only simple information was able to be
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transferred. Content such as installed apps on the device were not yet able to be

transferred to HFS which would be one of the next steps in advancing the design.

2. An easy and efficient way to download evidence from HFS while considering all

jurisdictional as well as case sensitive limitations and guidelines.

3. It would be very interesting to add an additional space within HFS which allows

investigators to write their case report within the platform which would ease the

collaboration aspects. Nevertheless, considerations in regards of security and

proper case handling would need to be considered.

4. Considering some devices have multiple SIM cards, it would be necessary to

elaborate on such and its effect on the DNA.

5. It will be crucial to expand the DNA on all kind of IoT device, i.e. Smart appliances,

sensors, smart watches etc. as well as IoT network and cloud due to all of areas of

the IoT environment can be used to commit acts of crime.

6. It would be interesting to consider further aspect to include in the calculation of

CVM as well as elaborate on an exact training investigators have to partake when

they join IoT forensic investigation teams.

7. Another valuable addition would be the expansion of content recognition software

within HFS, recognising suspicious data immediately. Improving this further would

be highly useful in a variety of cases and allow investigations to start sooner would,

however, need more focus on artificial intelligence and such implementation.

8. Considering DNA, HFS and CVM can also be considered to support and improve

investigation of criminal activity on social networks (i.e. Facebook, WhatsApp,

TikTok, Instagram). This is highly crucial due to the increased use of such platforms

as well as new releases on a regular basis.

Having considered the architectural additions the current framework could focus on, there

is another highly crucial aspect of the proposed models to improve such and ensure a

better implementation in the actual realm of IoT forensics; security:

1. It is crucial to test how easy is it to hack into HFS. Furthermore, what happens if

someone succeeds, gets access to the content of devices, deletes all evidence or

adds to it, and/or changes DNA to incriminate someone else? All these questions

need to be dealt with and propose strict high-security procedures especially due to

the nature of content being dealt with.
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2. The one time password and authorisation key design needs to be further explored

and developed to increase the security of investigation processes which are utilising

HFS.

3. A wider focus on storage, time frame and advancement on DNA mutation is

necessary which could be affected by cybersecurity issues, hence, unauthorised

access, system corruption, and/or cryptocurrency blackmail.

4. Taking such further, it would be of high interest to expand this framework into the

blockchain environment which is currently on the rise. As of now, there has not

been a huge amount of research published linking such to IoT or even IoT forensics.

Due to the aim of blockchain being highly difficult or impossible to hack systems or

change/modify data such would be very beneficial to consider within HFS and its

operations.

An additional area this framework could also expand into is psychology. To some degree,

this PhD is already multidisciplinary with the joining of computing and forensics, and the

latter covering a wide variety of subareas such as law, biology, criminology and policing.

Expanding into psychology, specifically forensic psychology, it would be interesting to

explore how and if HFS would improve criminal profiling. It would also be interesting

to see if things such as AMBER alerts could be added and investigations possibly be

supported further by utilising the proposed IoT Forensic Framework which is based on

DNA, HFS and CVM.
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Conferences Attended /

Presentations

IEEE International Conference on Smart Internet of Things (SmartIoT) 2021 August

2021, Online Conference, presenting: Scheidt et al. (2021).

IEEE 10th International Conference on Intelligent Systems June 2019, Online Confer-

ence, presenting: Scheidt and Adda (2020b) and Scheidt et al. (2020).

IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence 2020 August 2020, Online Con-

ference, Presenting: Ali et al. (2020).

School of Computing Research Seminar Presentation, PhD research area.
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C++ Framework Conditions

1 //*C++ codes for the presented HFS Framework Conditions in Figure

\ref{fig: conditions }

2 // Condition 1

3 *//

4

5 # include <iostream >

6 using namespace std;

7

8 int main () {

9

10 int number ;

11

12 cout << "Enter an integer : ";

13 cin >> number ;

14

15 if ( number > 0) {

16 cout << "Court Order: " << number << endl;

17 }

18 else if ( number < 1) {

19 cout << " Retention Period Delete : " << number << endl;

20 }

21

22 cout << "HFS decision has been made.";

23

24 return 0;

25 }
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26

27

28 //* Condition 2

29 *//

30

31 # include <iostream >

32 using namespace std;

33

34 int main () {

35

36 int number ;

37

38 cout << "Enter an integer : ";

39 cin >> number ;

40

41 if ( number > 0) {

42 cout << " Investigation : " << number << endl;

43 }

44 else if ( number < 1) {

45 cout << "No Court Order , End: " << number << endl;

46 }

47

48 cout << "HFS decision has been made.";

49

50 return 0;

51 }

52

53

54 //* Condition 3

55 *//

56

57 # include <iostream >

58 using namespace std;

59

60 int main () {

61

62 int number ;

63
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64 cout << "Enter an integer : ";

65 cin >> number ;

66

67 if ( number > 0) {

68 cout << " VisitingIdentification DeviceRegistration =>

Investigation Report : " << number << endl;

69 }

70 else if ( number < 0) {

71 cout << " VisitingIdentification DeviceRegistration => END.

" << number << endl;

72 }

73 else {

74 cout << "No VisitingIdentification / DeviceRegistration => END."

<< endl;

75 }

76

77 cout << "HFS decision has been made.";

78

79 return 0;

80 }

81

82

83 //* Condition 4

84 *//

85

86 # include <iostream >

87 using namespace std;

88

89 int main () {

90

91 int number ;

92

93 cout << "Enter an integer : ";

94 cin >> number ;

95

96 if ( number > 0) {

97 cout << " Report Confidence High => EvidenceSharing : " <<

number << endl;
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98 }

99 else if ( number < 0) {

100 cout << " Report Confidence Low => No EvidenceSharing : " <<

number << endl;

101 }

102 else {

103 cout << " Report Confidence Medium => Possible

EvidenceSharing ." << endl;

104 }

105

106 cout << "HFS decision has been made and Investgation has been

concluded .";

107

108 return 0;

109 }
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C++ Testing Scenario 1

1 # include " Server .h"

2 # include <iostream >

3 # include " IOTdevice .h"

4

5

6 // includes for the server setup

7 # include <cstdlib >

8 # include <sys/types.h>

9 # include <sys/ socket .h>

10 # include <netinet /in.h>

11 # include <arpa/inet.h>

12 # include <unistd .h>

13 # include <string >

14 # include <string .h>

15 # include <fstream >

16 # include <csignal >

17 # include <sys/wait.h>

18 # include <sys/mman.h>

19

20

21 /**

22 * @brief Handle incoming requests from a device , call the

appropriate function

23 * @param sock

24 * @param request

25 */
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26 void Server :: HandleRequest (int req_sock , int data_sock )

27 {

28 int request ;

29 bool auth = false;

30 ssize_t nread;

31 while (( nread = read(req_sock , (void *)&request , sizeof (int)))

> 0) {

32 if(nread != sizeof (int)) {

33 std :: cerr << " Unexpected error while receiving

request " << std :: endl;

34 }

35 int err;

36 switch ( request ) {

37 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: REGISTER :

38 std :: cout << " REGISTER " << std :: endl;

39 err = RegisterIOTdevice (req_sock , data_sock );

40 break;

41 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DNA:

42 std :: cout << " Create_DNA " << std :: endl;

43 err = CreateDNA (req_sock , data_sock );

44 break;

45 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

46 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_HOMESERVER " <<

std :: endl;

47 err = GrantServices (req_sock , data_sock );

48 break;

49 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DISCONNECT :

50 std :: cout << " DISCONNECT " << std :: endl;

51 std :: cout << " Disconnecting client " << std :: endl;

52 // kill( getppid (), SIGUSR1 );

53 close( req_sock );

54 close( data_sock );

55 return ;

56 case ServerB :: Requests :: ENQUIRE_FOR_DEVICE :

57 std :: cout << " ENQUIRE " << std :: endl;

58 err = CheckIfDnaIsRegistered (req_sock , data_sock );

59 break;

60 case Server :: Requests :: Verify_DEVICE :
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61 std :: cout << " Verification " << std :: endl;

62 err = VerifyDnaIsRegistered (req_sock , data_sock );

63 break;

64 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: AUTHENTICATE :

65 std :: cout << " AUTHENTICATE " << std :: endl;

66 err = Authenticate (req_sock , data_sock );

67 if(err == EXIT_SUCCESS ) auth = true;

68 break;

69 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

70 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_TRAVEL " <<

std :: endl;

71 err = GrantServicesTravel (req_sock , data_sock );

72 break;

73 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DISCONNECT :

74 std :: cout << " DISCONNECT " << std :: endl;

75 std :: cout << " Disconnecting client " << std :: endl;

76 // kill( getppid (), SIGUSR1 );

77 close( req_sock );

78 close( data_sock );

79 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: RECONNECT :

80 std :: cout << " RECONNECT_HOMESERVER " << std :: endl;

81 err = ReconnectIOTdevice (req_sock , data_sock );

82 break;

83

84 default :

85 std :: cout << "?" << std :: endl;

86 std :: cerr << " Invalid request " << std :: endl;

87 err = EXIT_FAILURE ;

88 break;

89 }

90 std :: cout << " Status return " << err << std :: endl;

91 }

92 // std :: cout << "End of request handler loop" << std :: endl;
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C++ Testing Scenario 2

1 /**

2 * @brief Wait and trigger the appropriate response to the server

request

3 * @return error status

4 */

5

6 # include " Server .h"

7 # include <iostream >

8 # include " IOTdevice .h"

9

10 // includes for the server setup

11 # include <cstdlib >

12 # include <sys/types.h>

13 # include <sys/ socket .h>

14 # include <netinet /in.h>

15 # include <arpa/inet.h>

16 # include <unistd .h>

17 # include <string >

18 # include <string .h>

19 # include <fstream >

20 # include <csignal >

21 # include <sys/wait.h>

22 # include <sys/mman.h>

23

24 /**
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25 * @brief Handle incomming requests from a device , call the

appropriate function

26 * @param sock

27 * @param request

28 */

29

30 int IOTdevice :: HandleRequest ()

31 {

32 if(! isConnected ) {

33 std :: cerr << "The device is not connected to any server "

<< std :: endl;

34 return EXIT_FAILURE ;

35 }

36 int request ;

37 ssize_t nread;

38 int err;

39 while (( nread = read(reqSock , (void *) &request , sizeof (int)))

> 0) {

40 if(nread != sizeof (int)) {

41 std :: cerr << " Unexpected error while receiving

request " << std :: endl;

42 }

43 switch ( request ) {

44 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

45 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_TRAVEL " <<

std :: endl;

46 err = GrantServicesTravel (req_sock , data_sock );

47 break;

48 case ServerB :: Requests :: IS_REGISTERED :

49 std :: cout << " IS_NOT_REGISTERED " << std :: endl;

50 err = SendIsNotRegistered ();

51 break;

52

53 case ServerB :: Requests :: NO_AUTHENTICATION_DEVICE :

54 std :: cout << " NoAuthentication " << std :: endl;

55 err = DeviceRegisteredOrAdopted (req_sock ,

data_sock );

56 break;
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57 case ServerB :: Requests :: ADOPT :

58 std :: cout << "ADOPT" << std :: endl;

59 err = Adoption ();

60 break;

61 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

62 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_TRAVEL " <<

std :: endl;

63 err = GrantServicesTravel (req_sock , data_sock );

64 break;

65 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DISCONNECT :

66 std :: cout << " DISCONNECT " << std :: endl;

67 std :: cout << " Disconnecting client " << std :: endl;

68 // kill( getppid (), SIGUSR1 );

69 close( req_sock );

70 close( data_sock );

71 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: RECONNECTADOPTEE :

72 std :: cout << " RECONNECT_HOMESERVER_ADOPTEE " <<

std :: endl;

73 err = ReconnectAdoptedIOTdevice (req_sock ,

data_sock );

74 break;

75 default :

76 std :: cout << " Unknown request ; id = " << request

<< std :: endl;

77 err = -1;

78 break;

79 }

80 // std :: cout << " Status return : " << err << std :: endl;

81 }

82 return err;

83 }
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C++ Testing Scenario 3

1 # include " Server .h"

2 # include <iostream >

3 # include " IOTdevice .h"

4

5

6 // includes for the server setup

7 # include <cstdlib >

8 # include <sys/types.h>

9 # include <sys/ socket .h>

10 # include <netinet /in.h>

11 # include <arpa/inet.h>

12 # include <unistd .h>

13 # include <string >

14 # include <string .h>

15 # include <fstream >

16 # include <csignal >

17 # include <sys/wait.h>

18 # include <sys/mman.h>

19

20

21 /**

22 * @brief Handle incomming requests from a device , call the

appropriate function

23 * @param sock

24 * @param request

25 */
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26

27

28 void Server :: HandleRequest (int req_sock , int data_sock )

29 {

30 int request ;

31 bool auth = false;

32 ssize_t nread;

33 while (( nread = read(req_sock , (void *)&request , sizeof (int)))

> 0) {

34 if(nread != sizeof (int)) {

35 std :: cerr << " Unexpected error while receiving

request " << std :: endl;

36 }

37 int err;

38 switch ( request ) {

39 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: REGISTER :

40 std :: cout << " REGISTER " << std :: endl;

41 err = RegisterIOTdevice (req_sock , data_sock );

42 break;

43 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DNA:

44 std :: cout << " Create_DNA " << std :: endl;

45 err = CreateDNA (req_sock , data_sock );

46 break;

47 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

48 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_HOMESERVER " <<

std :: endl;

49 err = GrantServices (req_sock , data_sock );

50 break;

51 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DISCONNECT :

52 std :: cout << " DISCONNECT " << std :: endl;

53 std :: cout << " Disconnecting client " << std :: endl;

54 // kill( getppid (), SIGUSR1 );

55 close( req_sock );

56 close( data_sock );

57 return ;

58 case ServerB :: Requests :: ENQUIRE_FOR_DEVICE :

59 std :: cout << " ENQUIRE " << std :: endl;

60 err = CheckIfDnaIsRegistered (req_sock , data_sock );
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61 break;

62 case ServerA :: Requests :: Verify_DEVICE :

63 std :: cout << " Verification " << std :: endl;

64 err = VerifyDnaIsRegistered (req_sock , data_sock );

65 break;

66 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: AUTHENTICATE :

67 std :: cout << " AUTHENTICATE " << std :: endl;

68 err = Authenticate (req_sock , data_sock );

69 if(err == EXIT_SUCCESS ) auth = true;

70 break;

71 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

72 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_TRAVEL " <<

std :: endl;

73 err = GrantServicesTravel (req_sock , data_sock );

74 case ServerB :: Requests :: IS_DIRTY :

75 std :: cout << " IS_DIRTY " << std :: endl;

76 err = SendIsDirty ();

77 break;

78 case ServerB :: Requests :: SET_DIRTY :

79 std :: cout << " SET_DIRTY " << std :: endl;

80 err = UpdateDirty ();

81 break;

82 case ServerB :: Requests :: PROVIDE_EVIDENCE_SERVER_A :

83 std :: cout << " PROVIDE_EVIDENCE " << std :: endl;

84 err = SynchronyzeContent ();

85 break;

86 case ServerB :: Requests :: SET_SUSPESSION :

87 std :: cout << " SET_SUSPESSION " << std :: endl;

88 err = UpdateSuspessionTime ();

89 break;

90 case ServerA :: Requests :: UPDATE_DNA :

91 std :: cout << " UPDATE_DNA " << std :: endl;

92 err = UpdateDNA ();

93 break;

94 case ServerA :: Requests :: UPDATE_DNA :

95 std :: cout << " UPDATE_DNA " << std :: endl;

96 err = UpdateDNA ();

97 break;
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98 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DISCONNECT :

99 std :: cout << " DISCONNECT " << std :: endl;

100 std :: cout << " Disconnecting client " << std :: endl;

101 // kill( getppid (), SIGUSR1 );

102 close( req_sock );

103 close( data_sock );

104 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: RECONNECT :

105 std :: cout << " RECONNECT_HOMESERVER " << std :: endl;

106 err = ReconnectIOTdevice (req_sock , data_sock );

107 break;

108

109 default :

110 std :: cout << "?" << std :: endl;

111 std :: cerr << " Invalid request " << std :: endl;

112 err = EXIT_FAILURE ;

113 break;

114 }

115 std :: cout << " Status return " << err << std :: endl;

116 }

117 // std :: cout << "End of request handler loop" << std :: endl;
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C++ Testing Scenario 4

1 # include " Server .h"

2 # include <iostream >

3 # include " IOTdevice .h"

4

5 // includes for the server setup

6 # include <cstdlib >

7 # include <sys/types.h>

8 # include <sys/ socket .h>

9 # include <netinet /in.h>

10 # include <arpa/inet.h>

11 # include <unistd .h>

12 # include <string >

13 # include <string .h>

14 # include <fstream >

15 # include <csignal >

16 # include <sys/wait.h>

17 # include <sys/mman.h>

18

19 /**

20 * @brief Wait and trigger the appropriate response to the server

request

21 * @return error status

22 */

23 //

24

25
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26 int IOTdevice :: HandleRequest ()

27 {

28 if(! isConnected ) {

29 std :: cerr << "The device is not connected to any server "

<< std :: endl;

30 return EXIT_FAILURE ;

31 }

32 int request ;

33 ssize_t nread;

34 int err;

35 while (( nread = read(reqSock , (void *) &request , sizeof (int)))

> 0) {

36 if(nread != sizeof (int)) {

37 std :: cerr << " Unexpected error while receiving

request " << std :: endl;

38 }

39 switch ( request ) {

40 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :

41 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_TRAVEL " <<

std :: endl;

42 err = GrantServicesTravel (req_sock , data_sock );

43 break;

44 case ServerB :: Requests :: IS_REGISTERED :

45 std :: cout << " IS_NOT_REGISTERED " << std :: endl;

46 err = SendIsNotRegistered ();

47 break;

48

49 case ServerB :: Requests :: NO_AUTHENTICATION_DEVICE :

50 std :: cout << " NoAuthentication " << std :: endl;

51 err = DeviceRegisteredOrAdopted (req_sock ,

data_sock );

52 break;

53 case ServerB :: Requests :: ADOPT :

54 std :: cout << "ADOPT" << std :: endl;

55 err = Adoption ();

56 break;

57 case IOTdevice :: REQUEST_SERVICES :
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58 std :: cout << " REQUEST_SERVICES_TRAVEL " <<

std :: endl;

59 err = GrantServicesTravel (req_sock , data_sock );

60 break;

61 case ServerB :: Requests :: IS_DIRTY :

62 std :: cout << " IS_DIRTY " << std :: endl;

63 err = SendIsDirty ();

64 break;

65 case ServerB :: Requests :: SET_DIRTY :

66 std :: cout << " SET_DIRTY " << std :: endl;

67 err = UpdateDirty ();

68 break;

69 case ServerB :: Requests :: PROVIDE_EVIDENCE_SERVER_A :

70 std :: cout << " PROVIDE_EVIDENCE " << std :: endl;

71 err = SynchronyzeContent ();

72 break;

73 case ServerB :: Requests :: SET_SUSPESSION :

74 std :: cout << " SET_SUSPESSION " << std :: endl;

75 err = UpdateSuspessionTime ();

76 break;

77 case ServerA :: Requests :: UPDATE_VISITING_DNA :

78 std :: cout << " UPDATE_VISITING_DNA " << std :: endl;

79 err = UpdateVisitingDNA ();

80 break;

81 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: DISCONNECT :

82 std :: cout << " DISCONNECT " << std :: endl;

83 std :: cout << " Disconnecting client " << std :: endl;

84 // kill( getppid (), SIGUSR1 );

85 close( req_sock );

86 close( data_sock );

87 case IOTdevice :: Requests :: RECONNECTADOPTEE :

88 std :: cout << " RECONNECT_HOMESERVER_ADOPTEE " <<

std :: endl;

89 err = ReconnectAdoptedIOTdevice (req_sock ,

data_sock );

90 break;

91 default :
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92 std :: cout << " Unknown request ; id = " << request

<< std :: endl;

93 err = -1;

94 break;

95 }

96 // std :: cout << " Status return : " << err << std :: endl;

97 }

98 return err;

99 }
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Sample of HFS Database C++

Code

1

2 //

3 //

4

5 using System .Text. RegularExpressions ;

6 using System . Windows ;

7 using System . Windows .Input;

8 using FireSharp . Config ;

9 using FireSharp . Response ;

10 using FireSharp . Interfaces ;

11 using System ;

12 using System . Windows . Controls ;

13 using System . Device . Location ;

14 using System .Net;

15 using System .Net. Sockets ;

16 using Google .Cloud. Firestore ;

17 using System . Globalization ;

18

19 namespace Forensic

20 {

21 public partial class DeviceRegistrationPage : Window

22 {
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23 private GeoCoordinateWatcher Watcher = null; // The

coordinate watcher .

24 string deviceCode ;

25 public DeviceRegistrationPage ()

26 {

27 InitializeComponent ();

28 btnApply . IsEnabled = false;

29 txtLatitude . IsEnabled = false;

30 txtLongitude . IsEnabled = false;

31 txtIPAddress . IsEnabled = false;

32 txtCountryCode . IsEnabled = false;

33 txtCityCode . IsEnabled = false;

34 }

35

36 IFirebaseConfig config = new FirebaseConfig ()

37 {

38 AuthSecret =

" kXL5Grc0d1ieUW7TElhTcqooUaE0Jc8oYQSpUIxz ",

39 BasePath = "https :// iotservers . firebaseio .com/"

40

41 };

42

43 IFirebaseClient firebaseClient ;

44 private void btnApply_Click ( object sender , RoutedEventArgs

e)

45 {

46 try

47 {

48 firebaseClient = new

FireSharp . FirebaseClient ( config );

49 if( String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtOwner .Text) ||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtUser .Text) ||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtSerialNumber .Text)

||

50 String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtIPAddress .Text) ||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtIMEI .Text) ||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtDeviceID .Text)||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbIssueCountry .Text)
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|| String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbIssueCity .Text)

||

51 String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbDevices .Text) ||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbDeviceType .Text))

52 {

53 MessageBox .Show("A required field was not

filled ", "Error", MessageBoxButton .OK ,

MessageBoxImage .Error);

54 }

55 else // inserting a device

56 {

57 Device device = new Device ()

58 {

59 Owner = txtOwner .Text ,

60 User = txtUser .Text ,

61 SerialNumber = txtSerialNumber .Text ,

62 Latitude =

double .Parse( txtLatitude .Text.Trim (),

CultureInfo . InvariantCulture . NumberFormat ),

63 Longitude =

double .Parse( txtLongitude .Text.Trim (),

CultureInfo . InvariantCulture . NumberFormat ),

64 IPAddress = txtIPAddress .Text ,

65 IMEI = txtIMEI .Text ,

66 DeviceType =

cmbDeviceType . SelectedItem . ToString (),

67 DeviceName =

cmbDevices . SelectedItem . ToString ()

68 };

69 deviceCode = txtCountryCode .Text +

txtCityCode .Text + txtDeviceID .Text;

70 SetResponse setResponse =

firebaseClient .Set( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString ()

+ "/" +

cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () + "/"

+ deviceCode , device );

71 MessageBox .Show("You have registered a new

device into registration system ",
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" Information ", MessageBoxButton .OK ,

MessageBoxImage . Information );

72

73 }

74 }

75 catch( FormatException )

76 {

77 MessageBox .Show("You are not able to register a

device in to registration system ", "Error",

MessageBoxButton .OK , MessageBoxImage .Error);

78 }

79 }

80

81 private void Watcher_StatusChanged ( object sender ,

GeoPositionStatusChangedEventArgs e) // The watcher ’s

status has change . See if it is ready

82 {

83 if (e. Status == GeoPositionStatus .Ready)

84 {

85 // Display the latitude and longitude .

86 if ( Watcher . Position . Location . IsUnknown )

87 {

88 txtLatitude .Text = " Cannot find location data";

89 }

90 else

91 {

92 GeoCoordinate location =

Watcher . Position . Location ;

93 txtLatitude .Text =

location . Latitude . ToString (). Replace (",",".");

94 txtLongitude .Text =

location . Longitude . ToString (). Replace (",",

".");

95 }

96 }

97 }

98
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99 private void btnCurrentLocationIP_Click ( object sender ,

RoutedEventArgs e)

100 {

101 Watcher = new GeoCoordinateWatcher (); // Create the

watcher .

102 Watcher . StatusChanged += Watcher_StatusChanged ; //

Catch the StatusChanged event.

103 Watcher .Start (); // Start the watcher .

104 txtLatitude .Text =

Watcher . Position . Location . Latitude . ToString ();

105 txtLongitude .Text =

Watcher . Position . Location . Longitude . ToString ();

106 txtIPAddress .Text = GetLocalIPAddress (). ToString ();

107 btnCurrentLocationIP . IsEnabled = false;

108 btnApply . IsEnabled = true;

109

110 }

111

112 public static IPAddress GetLocalIPAddress ()

113 {

114 IPAddress [] ipv4Addresses = null;

115 try

116 {

117 ipv4Addresses = Array. FindAll (

118 Dns. GetHostEntry ( string .Empty). AddressList ,

119 a => a. AddressFamily ==

AddressFamily . InterNetwork );

120 }

121 catch ( FormatException )

122 {

123 MessageBox .Show("No network adapters with an IPv4

address in the system ", "Error",

MessageBoxButton .OK , MessageBoxImage .Error);

124 }

125 return ipv4Addresses [1]; // IPv4 Address

126 }

127
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128 private void cmbIssueCountry_Loaded ( object sender ,

RoutedEventArgs e)

129 {

130 cmbIssueCountry .Items.Add(" Turkey ");

131 cmbIssueCountry .Items.Add(" United Kingdom ");

132 cmbIssueCountry .Items.Add(" Germany ");

133 cmbIssueCountry .Items.Add(" France ");

134 cmbIssueCountry .Items.Add("Spain");

135 cmbIssueCountry .Items.Add("Italy");

136 }

137

138 private void cmbDeviceType_Loaded ( object sender ,

RoutedEventArgs e)

139 {

140 cmbDeviceType .Items.Add(" Laptop or Desktop Computer ");

141 cmbDeviceType .Items.Add(" Tablets ");

142 cmbDeviceType .Items.Add(" Smartphones ");

143 }

144

145 private void cmbIssueCountry_SelectionChanged ( object

sender , SelectionChangedEventArgs e)

146 {

147 cmbIssueCity .Items.Clear ();

148 txtCountryCode .Clear ();

149 if ( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Turkey ")

150 {

151 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Ankara ");

152 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Istanbul ");

153 txtCountryCode .Text = "TR";

154 }

155 else if( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" United Kingdom ")

156 {

157 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" London ");

158 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Portsmouth ");

159 txtCountryCode .Text = "UK";

160 }
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161 else if( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Germany ")

162 {

163 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Berlin ");

164 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Cologne ");

165 txtCountryCode .Text = "GR";

166 }

167 else if( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" France ")

168 {

169 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add("Paris");

170 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add("Lyon");

171 txtCountryCode .Text = "FR";

172 }

173 else if( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Spain")

174 {

175 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Madrid ");

176 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Barcelona ");

177 txtCountryCode .Text = "SP";

178 }

179 else if ( cmbIssueCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Italy")

180 {

181 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add("Rome");

182 cmbIssueCity .Items.Add(" Naples ");

183 txtCountryCode .Text = "IT";

184 }

185 }

186

187 private void cmbIssueCity_SelectionChanged ( object sender ,

SelectionChangedEventArgs e)

188 {

189 txtCityCode .Clear ();

190 if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem != null)

191 {

192 if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Ankara ")
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193 {

194 txtCityCode .Text = "AN";

195 }

196 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Istanbul ")

197 {

198 txtCityCode .Text = "IS";

199 }

200 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" London ")

201 {

202 txtCityCode .Text = "LD";

203 }

204 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Portsmouth ")

205 {

206 txtCityCode .Text = "PT";

207 }

208 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Berlin ")

209 {

210 txtCityCode .Text = "BE";

211 }

212 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Cologne ")

213 {

214 txtCityCode .Text = "CG";

215 }

216 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Paris")

217 {

218 txtCityCode .Text = "PR";

219 }

220 else if( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Lyon")

221 {

222 txtCityCode .Text = "LY";

223 }
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224 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Madrid ")

225 {

226 txtCityCode .Text = "MD";

227 }

228 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Barcelona ")

229 {

230 txtCityCode .Text = "BC";

231 }

232 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Rome")

233 {

234 txtCityCode .Text = "RM";

235 }

236 else if ( cmbIssueCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Naples ")

237 {

238 txtCityCode .Text = "NP";

239 }

240 }

241 }

242

243 private void cmbDeviceType_SelectionChanged ( object sender ,

SelectionChangedEventArgs e)

244 {

245 cmbDevices .Items.Clear ();

246 if( cmbDeviceType . SelectedItem . ToString () == " Laptop or

Desktop Computer ")

247 {

248 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Asus FX505GD ");

249 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Lenovo V330");

250 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Acer A315");

251 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Casper Nirvana ");

252 cmbDevices .Items.Add("HP 17");

253 cmbDevices .Items.Add("HP Pavilion Gaming 15");

254 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Monster Tulpar ");

255 cmbDevices .Items.Add("MSI GT75");
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256 cmbDevices .Items.Add("ASUS VivoBook ");

257 cmbDevices .Items.Add("DELL G315");

258 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple MacBook Pro");

259 }

260 else if ( cmbDeviceType . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Tablets ")

261 {

262 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Ipad Pro 12.9");

263 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Ipad Air");

264 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Ipad Mini");

265 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Ipad Pro 11");

266 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Ipad Pro 10.5");

267 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Ipad 9.7");

268 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Samsung Galaxy Tab S4");

269 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Samsung Galaxy Tab S5E");

270 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Microsoft Surface Go");

271 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Microsoft Surface Pro 6");

272 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Huawei MediaPad T3");

273 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Google Pixel Slate");

274 }

275 else

276 {

277 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Iphone XS");

278 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Apple Iphone XR");

279 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus");

280 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Samsung Galaxy Note 9");

281 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Huawei P30 Pro");

282 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Huawei Mate 20 Pro");

283 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Google Pixel 3 XL");

284 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Xiamoi MI 9");

285 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Nokia 9 Pureview ");

286 cmbDevices .Items.Add("Sony Xperia 10 Plus");

287 cmbDevices .Items.Add("HTC U12+");

288 cmbDevices .Items.Add(" Microsoft Surface Pro 6");

289 }

290 }

291
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292 private void txtOwner_PreviewTextInput ( object sender ,

TextCompositionEventArgs e)

293 {

294 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ\p{L}]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

295 }

296

297 private void txtUser_PreviewTextInput ( object sender ,

TextCompositionEventArgs e)

298 {

299 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ\p{L}]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

300 }

301

302 private void txtSerialNumber_PreviewTextInput ( object

sender , TextCompositionEventArgs e)

303 {

304 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ0 -9.]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

305 }

306

307 private void txtIMEI_PreviewTextInput ( object sender ,

TextCompositionEventArgs e)

308 {

309 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ0 -9.]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

310 }

311

312 private void txtDeviceID_PreviewTextInput ( object sender ,

TextCompositionEventArgs e)

313 {

314 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ0 -9.]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

315 }

316 }

317 }

318

319

320

321

322 //

323 //

324
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325 using System . Windows ;

326 using FireSharp . Config ;

327 using FireSharp . Response ;

328 using FireSharp . Interfaces ;

329 using System . Windows . Controls ;

330 using System . Windows .Input;

331 using System .Text. RegularExpressions ;

332 using System ;

333 using Forensic . Classes ;

334 using System . Globalization ;

335 using Forensic . Handler ;

336

337 namespace Forensic

338 {

339 public partial class InvestigatorCreateAccountPage : Window

340 {

341 IFirebaseClient firebaseClient ;

342 HashCode hashCode = new HashCode ();

343 string investigatorCode , countryCode , cityCode , rankCode ;

344

345 public InvestigatorCreateAccountPage ()

346 {

347 InitializeComponent ();

348 }

349

350 IFirebaseConfig investigatorConfiguration = new

FirebaseConfig ()

351 {

352 AuthSecret =

" B28WujliT5DQT9SBQ2JXiwqw7mGRyAA8p9YVSxhq ",

353 BasePath =

"https :// investigators -fdcd3. firebaseio .com/"

354

355 };

356

357 private void btnInvestigatorRegister_Click ( object sender ,

RoutedEventArgs e)

358 {
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359 investigatorCode = countryCode + cityCode + rankCode +

txtSequenceNumber .Text;

360 try

361 {

362 firebaseClient = new

FireSharp . FirebaseClient ( investigatorConfiguration );

363 if

( String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbInvestigatorCountry .Text)

||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbInvestigatorCity .Text)

364 ||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtSequenceNumber .Text)

||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtPassword . Password )

||

365 String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtInvestigatorName .Text)

||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtInvestigatorSurname .Text)

||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( cmbInvestigatorRank . SelectedItem . ToString ())

||

String . IsNullOrWhiteSpace ( txtConfidenceValue .Text))

366 {

367 MessageBox .Show("A required field was not

filled ", "Error", MessageBoxButton .OK ,

MessageBoxImage .Error);

368 return ;

369 }

370 else

371 {

372 Investigator investigator = new Investigator ()

373 {

374 InvestigatorID = investigatorCode ,

375 InvestigatorName =

txtInvestigatorName .Text ,

376 InvestigatorSurname =

txtInvestigatorSurname .Text ,
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377 InvestigatorRank =

cmbInvestigatorRank . SelectedItem . ToString (),

378 Password =

hashCode . PasswordHass ( txtPassword . Password ),

379 ConfidenceValue =

double .Parse( txtConfidenceValue .Text.Trim (),

CultureInfo . InvariantCulture . NumberFormat )

380 };

381

382 SetResponse set =

firebaseClient .Set( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString ()

+ "/" +

cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString ()

+ "/" + investigatorCode , investigator );

383 MessageBox .Show("You have successfully created

a new account ", " Information ",

MessageBoxButton .OK ,

MessageBoxImage . Information );

384 }

385 }

386 catch ( FormatException )

387 {

388 MessageBox .Show(" Something went wrong , Please try

again later!", "Error", MessageBoxButton .OK ,

MessageBoxImage .Error);

389 }

390 }

391

392 private void cmbInvestigatorCity_SelectionChanged ( object

sender , SelectionChangedEventArgs e)

393 {

394 if ( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem != null)

395 {

396 if ( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Ankara ")

397 {

398 cityCode = "AN";

399 }
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400 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Istanbul ")

401 {

402 cityCode = "IS";

403 }

404 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" London ")

405 {

406 cityCode = "LD";

407 }

408 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Portsmouth ")

409 {

410 cityCode = "PT";

411 }

412 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Berlin ")

413 {

414 cityCode = "BR";

415 }

416 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Cologne ")

417 {

418 cityCode = "CG";

419 }

420 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Paris")

421 {

422 cityCode = "PR";

423 }

424 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==
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"Lyon")

425 {

426 cityCode = "LY";

427 }

428 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Madrid ")

429 {

430 cityCode = "MD";

431 }

432 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Barcelona ")

433 {

434 cityCode = "BC";

435 }

436 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Rome")

437 {

438 cityCode = "RM";

439 }

440 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCity . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Naples ")

441 {

442 cityCode = "NP";

443 }

444 }

445 }

446

447 private void cmbInvestigatorCountry_Loaded ( object sender ,

RoutedEventArgs e)

448 {

449 cmbInvestigatorCountry .Items.Add(" Turkey ");

450 cmbInvestigatorCountry .Items.Add(" United Kingdom ");

451 cmbInvestigatorCountry .Items.Add(" Germany ");

452 cmbInvestigatorCountry .Items.Add(" France ");
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453 cmbInvestigatorCountry .Items.Add("Spain");

454 cmbInvestigatorCountry .Items.Add("Italy");

455 }

456

457 private void

cmbInvestigatorCountry_SelectionChanged ( object sender ,

SelectionChangedEventArgs e)

458 {

459 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Clear ();

460 txtSequenceNumber .Clear ();

461 if ( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Turkey ")

462 {

463 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Ankara ");

464 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Istanbul ");

465 countryCode = "TR";

466 }

467 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" United Kingdom ")

468 {

469 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" London ");

470 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Portsmouth ");

471 countryCode = "UK";

472 }

473 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Germany ")

474 {

475 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Berlin ");

476 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Cologne ");

477 countryCode = "GR";

478 }

479 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" France ")

480 {

481 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add("Paris");
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482 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add("Lyon");

483 countryCode = "FR";

484 }

485 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Spain")

486 {

487 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Madrid ");

488 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Barcelona ");

489 countryCode = "SP";

490 }

491 else if

( cmbInvestigatorCountry . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

"Italy")

492 {

493 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add("Rome");

494 cmbInvestigatorCity .Items.Add(" Naples ");

495 countryCode = "IT";

496 }

497 }

498

499 private void cmbInvestigatorRank_Loaded ( object sender ,

RoutedEventArgs e)

500 {

501 cmbInvestigatorRank .Items.Add(" Junior "); // Junior

Digital Forensic Investigator // Rank Code : JR

502 cmbInvestigatorRank .Items.Add(" Consultant "); // Digital

Forensic Consultant // Rank Code : CS

503 cmbInvestigatorRank .Items.Add(" Senior "); // Senior

Digital Forensic Investigator // Rank Code : SR

504 cmbInvestigatorRank .Items.Add(" Manager "); // Digital

Forensic Manager // Rank Code : MG

505 }

506

507 private void cmbInvestigatorRank_SelectionChanged ( object

sender , SelectionChangedEventArgs e)

508 {
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509 if ( cmbInvestigatorRank . SelectedItem . ToString () ==

" Junior ")

510 {

511 rankCode = "JR";

512 }

513 else if ( cmbInvestigatorRank . SelectedItem . ToString ()

== " Consultant ")

514 {

515 rankCode = "CS";

516 }

517 else if ( cmbInvestigatorRank . SelectedItem . ToString ()

== " Senior ")

518 {

519 rankCode = "SR";

520 }

521 else if ( cmbInvestigatorRank . SelectedItem . ToString ()

== " Manager ")

522 {

523 rankCode = "MG";

524 }

525 }

526

527 private void txtSequenceNumber_PreviewTextInput ( object

sender , TextCompositionEventArgs e)

528 {

529 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ0 -9.]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

530 }

531

532 private void txtInvestigatorName_PreviewTextInput ( object

sender , TextCompositionEventArgs e)

533 {

534 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ\p{L}]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

535 }

536

537 private void

txtInvestigatorSurname_PreviewTextInput ( object sender ,

TextCompositionEventArgs e)

538 {
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539 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ\p{L}]+"). IsMatch (e.Text);

540 }

541

542 private void txtConfidenceValue_PreviewTextInput ( object

sender , TextCompositionEventArgs e)

543 {

544 e. Handled = new Regex(@"[ˆ0 -9]+."). IsMatch (e.Text);

545 }

546 }

547 }
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Development Summary
Training and Courses

Start
date Title Attendance

25/04/2019 GSDP218 Managing your research data and documents Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

07/05/2019 GSDP137 Preparing for your major review Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

04/06/2019 GSDP140 Planning and writing your thesis Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

27/06/2019 GSDP144
Writing a journal article, book chapter or research
monograph

Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

11/10/2019 GSDP189
An introduction to using EndNote Basic and Mendeley to
manage your references

Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

03/12/2019 GSDP145 Introduction to writing the literature review Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

20/01/2020 GSDP199 ONLINE - Introduction to the LaTeX system for your thesis Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

28/01/2020 GSDP2345
Making best use of Microsoft Word for preparing your
thesis

Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

10/03/2020 GSDP2347 Your PhD as a 'Hero's Journey'' Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

05/03/2021 GSDP229 Enhancing your employability during your studies Finished
1 session(s):

No-show 1

18/03/2021 GSDP139 Preparing for your doctoral viva voce examination Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

08/06/2021 GSDP2328 Pursuing your research beyond your doctorate Finished
1 session(s):

Attended 1

Other Development Activities

Date Title Type

01 Oct 2021 at
05:00

Teaching and Demonstrating - Forensic IT
Teaching and
Demonstrating

Delete

Print

13 Sep 2021 at
05:00

Teaching Policing Programme - Academic Skills Employment
Delete

Print

01 Sep 2021 at
05:00

Volunteering - Sunday School Leader Volunteering
Delete

Print
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13 Aug 2021 at
08:00

IEEE International Conference on Smart Internet of Things
(SmartIoT)

Conferences
Delete

Print

01 Dec 2020 at
20:00

IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence
Conferences

Conferences
Delete

Print

12 Oct 2020 at
20:00

PSQL Databases Training Other Training
Delete

Print

05 Oct 2020 at
05:00

Teaching and Demonstrating - Database
Teaching and
Demonstrating

Delete

Print

26 Jun 2020 at
13:00

IEEE Conference Intelligent Systems Conferences
Delete

Print

01 Jun 2020 at
09:00

Research Assistant Computing Employment
Delete

Print

01 Feb 2020 at
21:00

Dissertation Adviser
Teaching and
Demonstrating

Delete

Print

12 Jan 2020 at
13:00

PC Member of IEEE-RIVF 2020 Conference Other Activity
Delete

Print

31 Dec 2019 at
13:00

PC Member DASC2020 Conference Other Activity
Delete

Print

23 Sep 2019 at
13:00

Teaching and Demonstrating
Teaching and
Demonstrating

Delete

Print

28 Mar 2019 at
09:00

Work Experience - Fusion Forensics Employment
Delete

Print

11 Mar 2019 at
09:00

Research Assistant Business & Law Employment
Delete

Print

21 Feb 2019 at
09:00

Work Experience - Fusion Forensics Employment
Delete

Print

01 Nov 2018 at
22:00

Technology Student Ambassador Employment
Delete

Print
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